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FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE

A small METEOR soars right over the surface of the moon with

its trajectory on one location:

EARTH.

As it hits our planet’s atmosphere, it BREAKS into several

pieces with one larger chunk leading the pack.

EXT. WOODS, ROAD - NIGHT

Very unromantic rock music BLARES from an SUV with a large

dent on the passenger door parked on the side of the road.

INT. SUV - CONTINUOUS

A square-jawed teen in a letterman’s jacket, BOBBY (18),

makes out with a pretty blond in the backseat. He tries to

reach up her shirt, but MILLIE (17) denies him.

BOBBY

What’s wrong?

MILLIE

Nothing. Just take it slow.

BOBBY

You want me to stop?

MILLIE

No, no, just slow down. More

kissing, kissing’s good.

He smirks, does as she suggests.

EXT. WOODS, ROAD - SAME TIME

The chunks of meteor pass overhead with a ROARING WHOOSH.

INT. SUV - CONTINUOUS

Millie pulls away.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

What was that?

BOBBY

Nothing, baby. A car probably just

passed by.

He pulls her unconvinced face back towards his own.

EXT. DEEP WOODS - SAME TIME

The meteor chunks CRASH through trees until it finally lands

with a BOOM.

INT. SUV - SAME TIME

Millie stops again.

MILLIE

Okay, that was definitely

something.

Bobby reaches to the front, shuts off the music.

BOBBY

Sounded bad. Should we check it

out?

MILLIE

What? No way, I’m not going out

there. It’s dark.

He reaches up to the front, digs around, comes back with a

flashlight.

BOBBY

I got this.

Millie squirms, nervous.

MILLIE

I don’t know...

BOBBY

Someone could be hurt. You can wait

here, I won’t be long.

MILLIE

I don’t wanna stay here alone

either!

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

Then I guess you gotta come along.

Her shoulders sink.

EXT. DEEP WOODS, CRASH SITE - SAME TIME

The largest meteor chunk STEAMS. Then it PULSATES. It splits

across the top. As the halves part, it reveals the hairy

back of a large creature we can’t yet recognize.

EXT. WOODS, SUV - SAME TIME

Millie puts on her glasses, which is just enough to change

our perception of her. She shivers as she shuts the back

door as Bobby plays with the flashlight.

MILLIE

Jeez. It’s cold.

Bobby zips up his jacket.

BOBBY

You have a sweater, right?

MILLIE

Yeah.

She rolls her eyes as she gets back into the car to get the

sweater.

BOBBY

Alright. Let’s move.

He heads into the trees. Millie hesitates, then follows.

EXT. DEEP WOODS - SAME TIME

The meteor splits wider. A long-fingered hand reaches out,

forces the rock apart the rest of the way. Covered in thick,

brown hair, the creature stands and stretches its body to

its full, muscular NINE FOOT HEIGHT.

A WEREWOLF.

It sniffs and drools. Then HOWLS at the moon.
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EXT. DEEP WOODS - SAME TIME

A little freaked, Millie gasps. Stops quick.

MILLIE

Okay, you heard that, right?

BOBBY

Yeah. Freaky. Come on.

MILLIE

Toward the ominous howl?

BOBBY

(shrugs)

If it’s the same direction.

She crosses her arms tight against her body. Bobby sighs.

BOBBY

Alright, why don’t you go back to

the car?

MILLIE

Alone?

BOBBY

Well, I’m gonna check out whatever

crashed by the ominous howl. If you

wanna come, then come.

She stays put. Glances around, not liking either option.

MILLIE

No. No, I’ll go back. I have my

phone.

BOBBY

Yeah, I’ll call.

She nods as he hurries off.

EXT. DEEP WOODS, CRASH SITE - MOMENTS LATER

Bobby finds the craterous streak along the ground where the

meteor skid. He steps into it.

BOBBY

Whoa.

He follows it until he finds the busted meteor.

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

Ho-ly shit.

He leans closer and closer until -- A TWIG SNAPS. He jerks

that way, pointing the flashlight in every direction.

BOBBY

Millie? Is that you?

He climbs out of the crater’s streak. He takes a few steps

forward, but halts when a low GROWL comes from behind him.

He slowly turns to see the Werewolf looking down at him. His

eyes go wide, and he drops the flashlight.

EXT. WOODS, SUV - SAME TIME

Millie plays a game on her phone as she leans against the

car. BOBBY’S SCREAMS echo in the distance. She flinches.

MILLIE

Bobby?!

Silence. She takes a step forward, gulps, then -- ANOTHER

SCREAM. She backs into the road as she dials into her phone.

Just before she makes the call, a CAR HONKS as it swerves

around her. She yelps, falls against the SUV, not even

noticing she’s dropped the phone. She tries to open the

passenger door, but it won’t budge.

She opens the back door and crawls in.

INT. SUV - CONTINUOUS

She locks all the doors. She looks around her surroundings

and BANG! Bobby slams against the window. Millie YELPS.

Panicked, he pulls at the door handle then slaps the window.

BOBBY

Millie, let me in!

He looks over his shoulder.

MILLIE

What’s going on?!

BOBBY

Just let me in, Goddammit!

(CONTINUED)
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Just as she reaches for the lock, Bobby SCREAMS as he’s

yanked away by something unseen.

MILLIE

Bobby!

There’s a GROWL and a TEAR. BOBBY’S SCREAMS turn into a

GARGLE. And then SILENCE. Millie sobs as she desperately

searches through each window to find what’s happening.

She reaches into her pocket. It’s empty.

MILLIE

Shit!

She looks out of the window to see her phone sitting in the

middle of the road.

MILLIE

Shit!

She searches outside, but again sees nothing. She slowly

opens the door. Keeping her bottom half inside the vehicle,

she reaches for her phone, her fingers not quite making it.

Millie looks to her right. Right behind the car, the

Werewolf ravenously feeds on Bobby’s dead body.

Millie’s frozen with fear, until the Werewolf looks up. She

gasps, leaves the phone as she zips back into the car and

slams the door.

She looks to the front to see the keys still in the

ignition. She lunges over the middle console.

She starts the car and WHAM! Bobby’s bloody and gutless body

CRASHES onto the windshield - shattering most of the glass.

She SCREAMS. The body slides off the hood and to the ground.

She snaps out of her panic enough to hit the gas. The engine

rumbles but the car doesn’t move. She quickly shifts the car

into drive.

The back window SHATTERS as the Werewolf bursts in. It

reaches for her, Millie screams again, hits the gas.

INT./EXT. SUV, WOODS - CONTINUOUS

The Werewolf’s legs slip, its claws SCRATCH Millie’s

shoulder. She YELPS. The creature hangs out of the back.

(CONTINUED)
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It GROWLS, reaches for Millie again. She presses harder on

the gas pedal, yanks the wheel to the side. The creature

loses its grip. A sliver of glass slices its ribcage. It

whimpers and falls out of the vehicle.

Panicked, Millie peers over her shoulder. She breathes a

sigh of relief, faces forward in time to see headlights

coming right at her.

The vehicle HONKS. She swerves, and SMASHES into a tree.

CUT TO: BLACK

FADE IN:

EXT. WOODS, ROAD - DAWN

A few policemen redirect traffic while a lane is shut down

to tow Bobby’s SUV.

The scene is filled with policemen, investigators,

ambulances and paramedics, reporters and cameramen, etc.

Her clawed shoulder exposed, Millie stands by an ambulance

while a paramedic bandages a wound above her eye. She’s

dazed, watching the SUV as it’s towed.

She gazes to a passing stretcher with a body bag. Her eyes

shut. The small town SHERIFF HARRIS (57) approaches.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Alright, Millie - I mean Mildred -

er, Miss Barnes - your parents

should be here any second.

She opens her eyes, but doesn’t make eye contact.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Is there anything else you can tell

me? About the animal you saw?

She shakes her head.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Nothing at all?

MEMORY FLASH

The Werewolf chews into Bobby, then looks up.

BACK TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

It was... a blur. Happened so fast.

I didn’t see much.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Sure. Sure, of course.

MRS. BARNES (O.S.)

Millie?!

Millie looks across the busy scene to see her PARENTS

rushing from their car. She glances up at the Sheriff.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Yeah, yeah, you can go. Unless you

need to go to the hospital or--

MILLIE

I’m fine. Thanks, Sheriff Harris.

She trudges away.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Okay, sure.

He sighs, watches her go. OFFICER GLOVER (30’s), a good ol’

boy rookie, approaches.

OFFICER GLOVER

We’re just letting her go?

Millie embraces her parents.

SHERIFF HARRIS

You saw what I saw, right?

OFFICER GLOVER

Yeah, but she was unconscious for

who knows how long and she wasn’t

attacked. She was the only--

SHERIFF HARRIS

Look, if you’re gonna tell me that

a small teenage girl did that, then

you can go the hell home, Glover.

OFFICER GLOVER

(shakes his head)

Then what do you think did it?

There hasn’t been an animal that

vicious in these parts since that

meth camper exploded.

The Sheriff looks to the woods.

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF HARRIS

I have no fuckin’ clue.

Just behind them on the other side of the road, a man in a

lab coat lurks near the tree line.

DR. BURTON (57) fidgets nervously as he glances toward the

officers, tightening his grip on a briefcase and trying to

stay out of sight. He slowly backs into the woods.

INT. BARNES’ HOUSE - LATER

Millie, fresh from a shower, sips water at the dining room

table. Her mom hovers while her Dad sits at the other side

reading a newspaper.

MRS. BARNES

We should take you to the hospital.

MILLIE

Mom, I said I’m fine.

MR. BARNES

She says she’s fine, sweetie.

MRS. BARNES

What were you even doing there? Out

that late with that boy.

Mr. Barnes lowers the newspaper.

MILLIE

Nothing! We were... studying!

MRS. BARNES

Studying, sure. That’s what they

all say.

She paces.

MILLIE

(groans)

Mom, really. Nothing happened.

MR. BANKS

Well, something happened alright.

He lifts the paper back up. Millie glances to him, then

gazes off at nothing.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

I meant before--

(sighs)

It was nothing. I should go to

school.

She gets up.

MRS. BARNES

School?!

MILLIE

Yes, mom. School.

MRS. BARNES

After everything? You’ve barely

slept!

MR. BANKS

I think the school will understand,

honey.

MILLIE

I have homework to turn in.

MRS. BARNES

Well, we can--

MILLIE

Mom, please! I just want to go to

school. Okay? Can I do that?

Taken aback, her mother scoffs and turns away. Millie grabs

her backpack and stomps out the door.

MR. BANKS

Strange.

MRS. BARNES

I’m glad you agree.

MR. BANKS

She had a perfectly good excuse to

stay home from school.

He shakes his head. His wife glares at him.
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EXT. DEEP WOODS, CRASH SITE - SAME TIME

Dr. Burton climbs over a large, busted tree laid out amidst

the other destroyed trees.

He trips over it, falls to his back. He quickly rolls to his

feet, gasps at the sight of the meteor and its crater.

DR. BURTON

My God.

He rushes to the meteor, slowly presses his hand against it.

DR. BURTON

My God, my God.

He peers into the hollowed center of the rock, coated in a

slimy substance. He scoops some with his finger.

DR. BURTON

Fascinating.

He opens the briefcase, grabs a plastic cup and takes some

of the slime. He glances next to the busted space rock,

where two smaller meteor chunks PULSATE. His eyes widen.

He cautiously gazes around. He shoves one rock into the

briefcase. Then he removes his lab coat and uses it to carry

the second.

He looks around again before he hurries off with both rocks.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL - LATER

Millie, shoulder exposed but now bandaged, digs into her

locker. CURTIS (17), lanky and almost as goofy as he looks,

leaps to the locker next to her.

CURTIS

Let me guess!

Millie flinches.

MILLIE

Fuck, Curtis.

CURTIS

Hospital victim.

MILLIE

What?

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

(shit-eating grin)

Your costume.

She looks to a sign on a nearby bulletin board: HALLOWEEN

COSTUME ZERO TOLERANCE.

CURTIS

Too soon?

MILLIE

Funny.

She shuts her locker. He follows her down the hall.

MILLIE

Says the guy who refuses to dress

up for tonight’s annual shindig.

CURTIS

I never dress up.

MILLIE

You Halloween misanthropist.

CURTIS

I love Halloween. I just prefer

celebrating with a good horror

movie, preferably of the John

Carpenter persuasion, and eating

massive amounts of candy I didn’t

have to beg for.

MILLIE

Boring.

She notices the many passing looks and finger pointing from

surrounding students.

CURTIS

You seem in high spirits after the

woodsy murder of Biff Tannen.

MILLIE

Be nice.

CURTIS

Biff Tannen is the coolest of the

onscreen bullies. It was almost a

compliment to the prick.

She shoves him.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

What, because the guy died I’m

supposed to be nice?

MILLIE

You can be respectful.

He scoffs. KRISSY (18) slides in front of them with a

commanding presence and little emotion. The others stop.

KRISSY

You dicks coming to my party?

CURTIS

Well, when you ask so nicely.

KRISSY

It’s gonna be sick. Do you remember

the party last year? Mine will top

it. I bought a shit ton of candy

and old horror movies.

CURTIS

Sold!

KRISSY

Millie, are you bringing a date?

Oh, wait.

MILLIE

Why is no one being more sensitive

about this?!

She glances around at students acting normal: laughing,

goofing around, etc.

CURTIS

You’re right, we do seem extra

sociopathic today. But you murdered

the school asshole. No one is upset

about this.

Down the hall, DARLA (18) glowers toward Millie through

tears and running mascara while holding a binder with "D+B"

written all over it. Her frizzy hair is even frizzier than

normal. MARGOT (17) unloads her backpack next to her.

DARLA

Just look at her. Happy as can be

while the rest of us mourn in

misery.

Margot glances that direction.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGOT

She doesn’t look that happy.

DARLA

She’ll pay for what she’s done to

me. Taking my Bobby. That slut! We

were gonna be Prom King and Queen.

MARGOT

That’s, like, forever from now.

DARLA

That slut! She. Will. Pay.

She stomps away.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Millie, Curtis, and Krissy sit near each other. Millie leans

toward Curtis.

MILLIE

Do people really think I killed

Bobby?

CURTIS

Obviously.

KRISSY

Didn’t you?

Millie slowly sits back.

CURTIS

They say that or a bear.

KRISSY

We don’t have bears here anymore.

(quick to Millie)

Did you see a bear?

Millie slides down in her desk.

MILLIE

It wasn’t a bear. It was...

something else.

CURTIS

Like a bobcat?

(CONTINUED)
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KRISSY

There’s no bobcats either, dumbass.

Curtis shrugs.

CURTIS

Whatever it was, I’m sure it’ll

attack again. Or she.

He looks back at Millie. Her lip quivers. His smile fades.

EXT. DEEP WOODS - SAME TIME

The Werewolf stands straight up. The wound in its side from

the glass is surprisingly healed. There’s TALKING in the

distance. The creature SNIFFS then darts away.

EXT. WOODS, ROAD - SAME TIME

Sheriff Harris addresses his squad of policemen and

volunteers with various hunting equipment. One of them,

THOMAS (40), fights back tears as he drinks from a canteen.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Alright, people! We’re looking for

an animal. Probably a big one. Fact

of the matter is we don’t actually

know what we’re looking for. So

keep an eye out for obvious signs

like hostile behavior, blood, or--

He looks to Thomas at his truck, hesitates.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Or, uh, clothes from the victim.

And so on. Since we don’t know what

we’re dealing with I suggest we go

in pairs. So grab a partner and

let’s get hunting.

Officer Glover steps up to the Sheriff, who keeps his eye on

Thomas as he grabs his rifle from the back of his truck.

OFFICER GLOVER

What do ya say, Chief? Partner up?

The Sheriff either doesn’t hear him or just ignores him.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Thomas, hold up!

He stomps away.

(CONTINUED)
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OFFICER GLOVER

Sure, sure, no problem, I’ll

just...

He looks around to see everyone has a partner.

OFFICER GLOVER

I’ll just go solo.

He follows one of the other pairs.

Thomas takes another swig from his canteen then quickly puts

it away when the Sheriff reaches him.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Listen, Thomas, I think you should

skip out on this one. Go on home.

THOMAS

Yeah, why’s that?

SHERIFF HARRIS

Because your son was just killed,

Tommy. We don’t need you here. Get

home. Tend to your dogs.

THOMAS

The dogs can wait, Sheriff.

Something or someone killed my son.

I mean to seek justice for him.

SHERIFF HARRIS

(sighs)

Alright, then you’ll come with me.

And you leave your weapons here. I

can smell what’s in that canteen.

I’ll have no unnecessary accidents

on my watch.

Thomas grits his teeth. He puts the rifle away. As the

Sheriff turns to head out, Thomas grabs a pistol from the

front seat and tucks it in the waist of his jeans.

EXT. DEEP WOODS - MOMENTS LATER

Officer Glover trots through the woods on his own.

OFFICER GLOVER

Stupid Sheriff. Ignoring me. Not

taking me seriously. I’ll show

them. I’ll prove there is no animal

to find!

(CONTINUED)
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A twig SNAPS. He jerks toward the sound and puts a hand on

his pistol.

OFFICER GLOVER

Who’s that? You’re in my zone!

Silence. He scoffs, but then a GROWL comes from behind him.

He spins and takes out his gun. There’s nothing. He aims

left, right, then forward. He slowly backs up until...

He bumps into the Werewolf.

He trembles as he faces it. The Werewolf sniffs, then

stiffens its stance.

Officer Glover faints at the creature’s feet. The wolf lets

out a low growl then reaches for him.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, LUNCH ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Millie plays with her food while Curtis stuffs his face with

his attention on a typically emotionless Krissy.

KRISSY

I’m thinking Pee Wee Herman. Or the

green chick from Guardians of the

Galaxy.

CURTIS

What about something cool like Iron

Man or Pumpkinhead?

KRISSY

I don’t wanna wear a mask. I wanna

look pretty without being slutty.

CURTIS

So you choose Pee Wee Herman?

KRISSY

Have you seen me in a fitted gray

suit?

Curtis shrugs.

KRISSY

What about you?

CURTIS

I don’t dress up. We go through

this every year.

(CONTINUED)
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KRISSY

Come on, don’t be lame. Everybody

dresses up. It’s our defiance

against this town’s bullshit

Halloween ban.

Curtis drops his fork.

CURTIS

Uh oh, here we go.

KRISSY

I mean, seriously? It’s a national

holiday, right? How can you ban a

holiday?

CURTIS

We’re in the bible belt Ozarks,

what do you expect?

KRISSY

One Halloween prank goes bad and

ruins it for the rest of us.

CURTIS

Well, that and the poisoned candy

fiasco of ’99. And the mysterious

disappearance of the Carson twins

in ’01.

KRISSY

Bullshit. You can’t wuss out,

Curtis. No one has an excuse to not

dress up at my party. Except Darla

Danvers. But she’s in mourning.

Across the lunchroom, Darla glares at Millie through her

tears. Millie looks her away, squirms.

CURTIS

Are you stressed or excited? I

can’t tell.

KRISSY

Are you kidding? I’m stoked. Not

only do my parents have a cabin

they barely use, filled with liquor

because my uncle’s an alcoholic,

but they’re out of town for the

next three days.

Curtis nods, impressed.

(CONTINUED)
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KRISSY

It couldn’t be more ideal! This is

how I’m gonna be remembered.

CURTIS

First of all, this is a small town.

Everybody knows everybody. You’re

already remembered. Second: out of

the 12 previous years of secret

Halloween parties, not to mention

the next hundred years, do you

really think yours is the one

they’ll remember?

KRISSY

Trust me. They’ll remember. What

about you, Millie?

Millie snaps out of a daze.

MILLIE

Huh?

KRISSY

What’s your costume?

MILLIE

Oh. I don’t know, I think I’m gonna

skip out.

KRISSY

What? But it’s my party!

MILLIE

I know, I just...

She notices a group of girls walk by, whispering and

pointing at her.

MILLIE

... have a lot on my mind. I could

use a night of nothing. And sleep.

CURTIS

Well, why don’t we both skip out?

I’ll bring over a movie. The

distraction would do you good.

She gives a nod and a half shrug.

KRISSY

My party has alcohol. Do I really

need to explain the good that does?

(CONTINUED)
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Millie finally breaks a smirk.

KRISSY

Besides, there will be plenty of

people there worth slaughtering.

But now the smirk is gone.

CURTIS

Yeah, I have a Michael Myers mask

you can borrow if you want.

KRISSY

That’s not her M.O. She seduces

them first. Don’t worry the cabin

has available rooms and it’s in the

middle of the woods.

Krissy and Curtis chuckle. Millie snatches her bag and

stomps off.

KRISSY

Hey, come on, I’m just kidding.

CURTIS

Well, I guess I’ll get your tray!

INT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

The place is a mess, the various scientific equipment is at

least five years old, some of it covered in dust. Not far

from Dr. Burton’s work station is a cot with a sleeping bag.

Dr. Burton examines the goo from the meteor rock with a pair

of glasses hanging on the edge of his nose. He takes a

q-tip, wipes the goo, then rubs it on a sliver of glass. He

slides it under a microscope and peers through it.

DR. BURTON

Huh.

He grabs a pair of tweezers, pulls a tiny brown hair of the

glass. He squints at it, then his eyebrows shoot up.

He slides his chair to his computer. Clicks around and types

into it. He shakes his head then leaps to the metal file

cabinet. He searches the first drawer, then the second.

Takes a thick file and drops it on his desk.

He frantically flips through the pages, then speed reads a

page. He goes back to the microscope, peers through it for a

beat. Then he slowly raises his head.

(CONTINUED)
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DR. BURTON

Oh, my God.

At the end of the desk, the two meteor rocks PULSATE and

even SWEAT. Then they grow a few inches.

EXT. DEEP WOODS, CRASH SITE - SAME TIME

Sheriff Harris and Thomas wander the woods. They push

through a thick set of shrubbery that leads to the crater

and meteor rock. Harris gawks.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Jesus Christ. What’s this?

THOMAS

Looks like a big fuckin’ rock.

As Harris gets closer, he sees Officer Glover’s body just

beside the meteor.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Ah, shit. Glover!

THOMAS

What is it?

Harris rushes to the body, kneels next to him. Thomas puts a

hand on the pistol at his waist.

Harris rolls Glover to his back. He GASPS and shoots up.

OFFICER GLOVER

Christ on a cracker!

He panics as he pats his body.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Glover?

OFFICER GLOVER

Oh, thank God. I’m alright!

He takes a big breath, but then glances around.

OFFICER GLOVER

Did you get it?

SHERIFF HARRIS

Get what?

(CONTINUED)
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OFFICER GLOVER

That funny lookin’ bear! Did you

get him?

SHERIFF HARRIS

What’re you talking about? We

didn’t see--

A few feet away, the Werewolf rises from behind some

shrubbery. Thomas blinks.

THOMAS

Ho-ly shit!

They look to Thomas, then follow his gaze to the creature.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Good lord.

OFFICER GLOVER

Yep, that’s the one.

The Sheriff helps Glover to his feet as Thomas whips out his

gun. The creature GROWLS.

BANG-BANG-BANG. Thomas FIRES wildly as he backs away. Glover

and Harris duck.

The bullets whiz by the two cops, and one of them hits the

wolf. But it doesn’t faze it.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Thomas, what the f--

BANG. A bullet grazes his shoulder.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Gah!

OFFICER GLOVER

Sheriff!

BANG-BANG-CLICK. Thomas’ gun empties. He looks from the gun

to the Werewolf.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Run!

The three of them dash in the opposite direction. The

creature HOWLS. Then darts after them.
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EXT. DEEP WOODS - MOMENTS LATER

Sheriff Harris and Glover catch up to Thomas. He slows to a

stop and struggles to catch his breath as they pass. The

Sheriff glances back and groans to himself.

OFFICER GLOVER

Sheriff?

Glover hurries toward them. The Sheriff grabs Thomas and

slams him against a tree.

SHERIFF HARRIS

What the hell were you thinking?

THOMAS

I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to hit

you. I just wanted to kill that

fuckin’ thing!

Glover keeps watch.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Well, you almost killed us in the

process! I told you, didn’t I?!

OFFICER GLOVER

Can we continue this later? I’m

thinkin’ the backseat of my cruiser

sounds real nice right now.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Come on. We’ll walk. Stay quiet.

Both of you.

Thomas nods. Glover and the Sheriff take out their guns as

they go on.

OFFICER GLOVER

(whispers)

Where the fuck is it? It ran after

us, right?

No answer. Harris takes off his hat, rubs off some sweat

from his bald head.

OFFICER GLOVER

(whispers)

Shit, what about the others? They

had to have heard the shots. What

if it got them already?

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF HARRIS

(whispers)

It didn’t kill you, did it? Now

shut the fuck up, Glover.

Glover nods. Behind them, the Werewolf drops from above,

grabs Thomas, and leaps up and out of sight. Thomas YELPS.

The officers turn.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Thomas?

OFFICER GLOVER

Damn it, Thomas, stop screwing--!

A drop of blood lands on the Sheriff’s head. He wipes it,

looks at his hand. Another several drops land on his face

and shoulder. Glover GULPS. They both peer upward.

In the trees above them, the Werewolf RIPS Thomas in half at

his waist.

Glover SCREAMS.

BANG-BANG-BANG-BANG. They both FIRE. The wolf YELPS and

falls. It twists to its feet. The cops run and the creature

chases.

The road is in sight. The wolf leaps and grabs Glover by his

feet. He SCREAMS as the wolf pulls him, but the Sheriff

unloads his clip on the creature.

The wolf GROWLS, loses its grip. Harris grabs Glover and

they sprint away.

EXT. WOODS, ROAD - CONTINUOUS

They make it to the Sheriff’s police car, but the doors are

locked. Glover bounces in place.

OFFICER GLOVER

Come on, come on!

The Sheriff fumbles with his keys, finally gets it unlocked.

They hurry inside, SLAM the doors.
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INT./EXT. POLICE CAR, WOODS - CONTINUOUS

They catch their breath.

OFFICER GLOVER

You think we got it?

Harris looks at him, then grabs the police radio.

SHERIFF HARRIS

We better warn everyone. Just in--

The passenger window SMASHES. The Werewolf yanks Glover out

as he SCREAMS. The Sheriff fails to pull him back in.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Glover!

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSROOM - SAME TIME

Millie awakes from a doze at her desk with a SCREAM. The

TEACHER freezes at the front of the class while the students

stare at her. She glances around, barely breathing.

She grabs her things and hurries from the class.

TEACHER

Miss Barnes?!

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Millie drops her stuff and leans against the sink.

VISION FLASH

Glover SCREAMS as the Werewolf bites at his face.

BACK TO SCENE

She winces, tries to catch her breath. She looks up at her

reflection, then shakes her head before removing her glasses

and splashing water on her face.

When she opens her eyes and puts her glasses back on, Darla

stands behind her. Millie flinches.

DARLA

What were you doing with my

boyfriend last night?

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Darla, what--

DARLA

Bobby! My boyfriend. Practically.

My heart and soul. What were you

doing with him?

MILLIE

I was tutoring him.

DARLA

Tutoring him? In what? Bobby’s an

honor student.

MILLIE

Well, that’s not what he told me.

Millie grabs her bag.

DARLA

You know what I think?

Millie halts.

DARLA

I think you’re a skank.

MILLIE

Excuse me? I’m not a skank.

DARLA

Says the slut who screwed a guy

with a girlfriend. Then killed him!

Millie grinds her teeth.

MILLIE

I didn’t kill Bobby. Okay? And I

didn’t sleep with him either.

DARLA

Why lie? He’s dead. It doesn’t

matter anymore.

MILLIE

Then why are you stalking me in the

bathroom?

DARLA

Bobby and I were going to spend the

rest of our lives together! But you

took him from me! Now what am I to

do? Huh?!

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Are you serious right now? You guys

obviously weren’t on the same

wavelength. Why do you think he

asked me out? And you’re seriously

worried about getting married?

We’re in high school! Why base your

whole existence around one boy

who’s scheming behind your back?

Darla’s eyes go wide with anger.

DARLA

Am I supposed to be like you then?

Sleep with every guy that asks me?

MILLIE

Okay, we’re done here! Bobby’s

dead. And there’s nothing either of

us can do about that. Nothing.

Darla’s frozen. Millie breaks eye contact just as a stall

door opens. A student peeks out.

STUDENT

Can I wash my hands now?

Millie sighs, stomps out. Darla’s wide eyes become a glare.

INT. POLICE STATION - SAME TIME

Dr. Burton holds the large file, barely holding on to his

briefcase, as he pleads with OFFICER JOHNS (50) at the desk.

DR. BURTON

I just need to know the name of the

girl at the murder scene! Please!

OFFICER JOHNS

Come on, Doctor, you know I can’t

give out that information!

DR. BURTON

But it’s important I speak to her!

Where’s Sheriff Harris? If I can

just explain--

OFFICER JOHNS

The Sheriff is out dealing with his

own issues!

(CONTINUED)
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DR. BURTON

But--

OFFICER JOHNS

Now, we got enough going on right

now without you bugging me about

whatever scientific, end of the

world problem you’ve got this week!

You’ve heard about the boy who

cried wolf, right?

DR. BURTON

That’s what I’m trying to tell you!

It’s all connected! The death last

night, the massacre this morning,

and this--

He shakes the file at the officer.

OFFICER JOHNS

Wait, how do you know about that?

Dr. Burton stammers as the front doors burst open with a few

reporters following the Sheriff, who’s covered in blood.

OFFICER JOHNS

Sheriff!

Harris is swarmed by the reporters.

REPORTER #1

Sheriff Harris, Sheriff Harris! Was

there another victim?

REPORTER #2

Are these latest deaths connected

to Bobby Marsh’s murder last night?

SHERIFF HARRIS

Please, please, I’m not at liberty

to say--

Dr. Burton tries to push through the crowd.

DR. BURTON

Sheriff Harris! I--

REPORTER #1

Sheriff, is there a killer on the

loose and do you have a suspect?

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF HARRIS

There’s no killer, this was all an

accident--

The Doctor tries to push past a reporter and her

photographer, but they fight him off.

DR. BURTON

Please, I’m just trying to--

REPORTER #1

Some accident!

REPORTER #2

Is Mildred Barnes a person of

interest?!

Burton stops, his interest peaked.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Miss Barnes is a minor and her name

should not have been released! Now,

please, this is just an animal

control issue. You can just head on

back to the city. We obviously

still have a lot of work ahead and

a lot to worry about. It is

Halloween, after all.

He pushes through them and heads into his office as they all

scurry to follow. Dr. Burton watches them go then darts for

the door.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, COUNSELOR’S OFFICE - LATER

The school counselor, MR. HOOPER (40’s) stares at a

motivational poster behind his desk through his large

glasses. He sighs. There’s a KNOCK at the door. He turns,

Darla comes in.

MR. HOOPER

Darla! I’ve been expecting you.

Have a seat.

They both sit. He places a box of tissues in front of her.

She forces a smile as she takes one and dabs her eyes.

MR. HOOPER

How are you doing?

(CONTINUED)
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DARLA

Not good.

MR. HOOPER

Yes. I expected as much. How did

you learn of Bobby’s... passing?

DARLA

The morning announcements.

FLASHBACK - INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSROOM - MORNING

At her desk, Darla takes out her textbook and binder.

PRINCIPAL WATERS (V.O.)

(through the intercom)

And I’m sure you’ve all heard of

last night’s tragedy and the

passing of Bobby Smith--

Darla’s eyes go wide. She SHRIEKS. Everyone in class

flinches or freezes. When her scream stops, she pants.

PRINCIPAL WATERS (V.O.)

(clears throat)

As a reminder we do have a

counselor on hand for grief and

processing.

END FLASHBACK

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, COUNSELOR’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Mr. Hooper adjusts his tie.

MR. HOOPER

Er, right. Yes. Well, I am sorry

for your loss.

DARLA

Thank you, Mr. Hooper.

MR. HOOPER

So what can we do? What would you

like to do? How can you move on

from such a tragedy?

She puts on a surprisingly normal smile.

(CONTINUED)
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DARLA

I would like to kill Millie Barnes.

MR. HOOPER

Oh, well, that is... a very extreme

overreaction.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE - LATER

PRINCIPAL WATERS (50’s) sips her coffee as she kicks up her

feet on the desk and talks on the phone.

PRINCIPAL WATERS

Nope, not too bad. Only sent home

two students. One dressed as a sexy

nurse and one as a gruesome zombie.

A MUFFLED VOICE comes from the phone.

PRINCIPAL WATERS

No, I wasn’t making any

inappropriate judgment on the

student’s looks I’m just telling

you what kinda nurse the boy was

dressed as. Uh-huh, you heard me.

There’s COMMOTION in the other room.

PRINCIPAL WATERS

Hey, hold on, sounds like another

student I get to yell at. I’ll call

you back.

She hangs up.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

She steps out to see Dr. Burton at the front desk with the

school SECRETARY.

PRINCIPAL WATERS

What seems to be the problem here?

SECRETARY

Dr. Burton wants to--

DR. BURTON

I need to speak to one of your

students. A senior, I think.

(CONTINUED)
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SECRETARY

And I’m telling you, you have no

right to--

DR. BURTON

And you don’t understand--

PRINCIPAL WATERS

Hey, hey, hold up! Now, Dr. Burton,

you know you’re not allowed on this

property anymore.

DR. BURTON

Yes. Yes, ma’am, I’m aware. But

this is important!

SECRETARY

Dr. Burton, please--

DR. BURTON

No, I will not stand idly by

while--

The Principal groans.

INT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL, HALLWAY - SAME TIME

Millie wanders down the hall. Curtis hurries to catch up.

CURTIS

Millie! Hold up.

She glances to him as he reaches her.

CURTIS

You know we were just kidding

around, right?

MILLIE

Yeah. Yeah, I know. I’m sorry, I

just have a lot on my mind.

CURTIS

I get it, I get it. I’m sorry if we

went too far.

MILLIE

It’s not just you guys. It’s

everyone. Everything.

She motions to the other students, but no one looks her way.

Many of them are huddled around someone’s phone.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

Actually, there’s a lot less

leering eyes and pointing fingers.

Millie squints. They pass by the front office. Through the

window, Dr. Burton looks her way.

DR. BURTON

There! That’s her! Mildred Barnes!

I need to speak to Mildred Barnes!

He rushes for the door, but the Principal stops him.

DR. BURTON

Get your hands off me! This is

important!

PRINCIPAL WATERS

I need you to calm down--

DR. BURTON

No! I need to-- Miss Barnes! Miss

Barnes, wait!

Millie and Curtis pick up the pace.

CURTIS

What the fuck was that?

MILLIE

I-- I don’t know. Do you know who

that is?

CURTIS

Dr. Burton? The crazy scientist

that used to work for NASA then

worked here for a few years until

everyone realized he was insane?

No, I have no idea.

Millie cracks a smile.

EXT. FORSYTHE HIGH SCHOOL - MOMENTS LATER

Millie and Curtis bounce down the steps as other students

hurry from the building. Krissy rushes up to them.

KRISSY

Did you guys hear? There was

another murder. Maybe even plural!

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Really?

KRISSY

Yeah, Bobby’s dad and a couple of

cops. When they were out looking

for whatever animal you saw.

Shocked, Millie gazes off at nothing.

CURTIS

No shit!

KRISSY

Yeah, so no one thinks you’re a

murderer anymore. Just a survivor.

Sorry.

CURTIS

Yeah, survivors are lame. Unless

they use the experience as a lesson

to become badass. But everyone

knows they just die in a sequel.

Krissy shoves Curtis.

CURTIS

What?

KRISSY

Anyways, don’t worry, this is just

gonna make the party even more

epic. Kids breaking curfew, danger

of death, out in the fuckin’ woods

of all places? It’ll be rad. Be

there by eight. Unless you wanna

help set up!

She runs off.

CURTIS

Well. This day is becoming more and

more interesting. That’s the most

emotional I’ve ever seen her. What

do you wanna do now?

MILLIE

I think I wanna find the animal.

CURTIS

Come again?

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Yeah. I wanna find it myself.

Not far behind them, a Policeman leads Dr. Burton out of the

school. He yanks his arm away.

DR. BURTON

I can manage on my own!

He adjusts his lab coat, sees Millie at the bottom of the

school steps. The Policeman shoves him.

DR. BURTON

I’m going, I’m going.

INT. BARNES’ SHED - LATER

The light clicks on. Millie searches the shelves of

miscellaneous tools, fishing supplies, etc. Curtis leans

against the door.

CURTIS

Let me understand this completely.

You want us to go into the woods.

Where the big, weird animal is

killing people. And you wanna what,

catch it?

MILLIE

No. I wanna kill it.

She finds a crossbow, grins as she lifts it.

CURTIS

Right. Kill it, sure. No problem. I

mean the cops couldn’t handle it,

but no big deal. We got this!

MILLIE

I didn’t ask you to come.

CURTIS

Yeah, but then I’d be the guy who

let you go alone. Either I die or I

live with that guilt. My options

are terrible.

She finds a little bag of bolts.

CURTIS

Do you even know how to work that

thing?
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MILLIE

Of course. My dad used to take me

hunting. When I was eleven.

Curtis scoffs.

MILLIE

You’ll need a weapon too.

CURTIS

I’m not much of a weapon user.

MILLIE

Here.

She grabs a machete from the shelf and tosses it to him.

CURTIS

This I can handle. But can you at

least tell me why we’re risking our

lives to do this when there are

more qualified people out there?

MILLIE

Because this thing ruined my day.

That’s why.

CURTIS

As badass as you just sounded, that

can’t be it.

She hesitates, vulnerable.

MILLIE

It’s because of what it did. And

what it tried to do to me. And...

how people looked at me. I want to

feel--

She stops when she sees the confused look on his face.

MILLIE

Better.

He takes an exaggerated breath and nods.

INT./EXT. CURTIS’ VAN, BARNES’ HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Millie and Curtis buckle up. He starts the car.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

So how do you expect us to actually

do this?

MILLIE

You can climb a tree okay, right?

His eyebrows go up.

EXT. DEEP WOODS, TRAIL - AFTERNOON

An OLD MAN carries a rifle and drinks a beer along the

trail. He comes across a wooden sign: HUNTING SEASON

(FIREARMS) - DECEMBER.

He knocks it down.

EXT. DEEP WOODS, POND - MOMENTS LATER

He climbs into a tree stand set up not far from the water.

He guzzles down the rest of his beer and tosses the can into

the shrubbery below.

He takes a breath, gazes out at the scenery. Until something

catches his eye. He looks through the scope on his rifle.

Across the pond, a DOE sips the water.

The Old Man chuckles and kneels. He aims.

The doe looks up. In a swift, quick movement - something

snatches the doe.

The Old Man lowers the rifle.

OLD MAN

What in the world?

He looks through the scope, follows the edge of the water.

The Werewolf chews into the doe. It looks right at the Old

Man, who gasps and fumbles with the gun.

When he looks back through the scope, the wolf’s gone.

OLD MAN

Lord almighty.

He grabs another beer from the bag next to him. He opens it,

chugs half of it. He catches his breath, lowers the can, and

sees the wolf at his feet peeking into the tree stand.
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It GROWLS as it lunges. The Old Man SCREAMS.

INT. POLICE STATION, SHERIFF’S OFFICE - SAME TIME

Sheriff Harris stares forward in a daze, his clothes and

skin still stained with blood.

INT. POLICE STATION, BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER

The Sheriff washes his face in the sink. His bloody shirt

hangs on the door and there’s a bandage over a wound on his

arm. He looks at his reflection before he dries his face.

INT. POLICE STATION, SHERIFF’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

He starts to put the bloody shirt back on, but throws it

away. He opens a closet door and grabs another shirt. He

puts it on, then puts on a clean hat.

He walks to the door, takes a breath, and opens it.

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUOUS

He walks to the front desk, grabs a doughnut from the box.

Officer Johns clears his throat.

OFFICER JOHNS

Sheriff.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Johns. What do we got?

OFFICER JOHNS

Uh, well, no more reports of any

disturbances in the woods--

SHERIFF HARRIS

No, no. It’s Halloween. Best we try

to find where the senior party is

gonna be. Can’t expect them to miss

a year. Not even with the death of

a student.

OFFICER JOHNS

Uh, sure, but--

SHERIFF HARRIS

You know how kids are these days.

It’d take a lot more than that to

(MORE)
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SHERIFF HARRIS (cont’d)

shut down this kinda party. Our

record’s not great, but we could

use a win today. Don’t you think?

Officer Johns hesitates, raises an eyebrow.

OFFICER JOHNS

Sure, Sheriff.

SHERIFF HARRIS

That’s what I like to hear.

Confidence!

He steps away, but comes back for another doughnut.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Good batch. Nice job, Johns.

Officer Johns gawks at the Sheriff.

EXT. DEEP WOODS - SAME TIME

Millie and Curtis trek through the woods with their weapons

and a backpack in tow.

CURTIS

Are you sure we’re headed the right

direction?

MILLIE

Yes and no?

CURTIS

"Yes" meaning what and "no" meaning

what?

MILLIE

"Yes" meaning I know this is the

right way, and "no" meaning it

could be gone.

CURTIS

Then what’s the point of coming?

MILLIE

I don’t think it actually is gone

yet.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

Why?

MILLIE

Just a... Feeling.

EXT. DEEP WOODS - MOMENTS LATER

Millie examines the area then points to a tree.

MILLIE

This is it.

Curtis glances around.

CURTIS

Here?

Millie starts her climb.

MILLIE

There’s a lot of doubt coming from

you this afternoon.

CURTIS

Well, I mean, just being cautious.

MILLIE

Are you nervous, Curtis?

CURTIS

Me? Nervous? No! Protective and

manly as always.

Curtis glances around again, then follows her.

CURTIS

This is kinda fun. I mean, besides

the hunting a murderous creature

part. But it’s like when we found

that tree house when we were kids.

MILLIE

(smirks)

Yeah.

CURTIS

Can I ask you a question?

She nods as she climbs like a pro. He hesitates, struggling

to keep up.
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CURTIS

What were you doing out here? With

Bobby?

She slows down a bit.

MILLIE

I’m sure you know. Everyone talks

about it enough.

CURTIS

Yeah, but that’s the high school

rumor mill. I believe little of

what those children say.

MILLIE

Those children?

She scoffs, shakes her head.

MILLIE

We were making out in his car.

CURTIS

So the sex part was--

MILLIE

Exaggerated. Nothing but kissing.

And who cares anyways? I’m a woman.

Practically an adult. Not that my

romantic entanglements are anyone’s

business. I should be allowed to do

what I want with whoever and not be

labeled a slut for it.

CURTIS

But he has a girlfriend. Had. Had a

girlfriend.

Now she stops, looks down to see he’s quite a ways behind.

CURTIS

I just-- It doesn’t look great is

all I’m saying.

Millie continues the climb.

MILLIE

I don’t care how it looks, Curtis.

It’s not like I’m throwing it away

to whoever asks. And they weren’t

actually dating anyways. You know

Darla.
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CURTIS

Sure, he may have said that. Guys

will say anything.

MILLIE

Like you’re not a guy.

CURTIS

Well, not one of those guys.

Millie finds a spot, pulls herself on to a large branch.

MILLIE

What do you really want to ask me?

CURTIS

What? Nothing. Nothing, I just

wanted to... to understand.

He finally catches up. She helps him to the adjacent branch.

MILLIE

I knew what I was doing, Curtis.

CURTIS

Yeah. Yeah, I just--

LEAVES RUSTLE beneath another tree not far from them. They

both stiffen, alert, and look that way.

CURTIS

(whispers)

That didn’t take long. Do you see

anything?

The Werewolf passes by, dragging unconscious bodies of the

Old Man and a policeman.

Millie looks to Curtis, puts her index finger to her lips.

He nods. She shimmies along the branch, but the wolf’s out

of sight.

She climbs up two more branches, then has a view of the

crash site. The Werewolf drops the bodies next to the meteor

where two more bodies lie.

Millie shimmies closer, but the Wolf sniffs and she freezes.

The creature searches either side of the meteor, then shoves

it aside. Almost panicked, it moves around the area, sniffs

the ground.

But then it stops. It looks in Millie’s direction. She

ducks, inches backwards.

(CONTINUED)
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Curtis climbs up underneath her. She flinches.

CURTIS

(whispers)

What’d you see?

MILLIE

(whispers)

It’s looking for something.

CURTIS

(whispers)

Who were the people?

MILLIE

(whispers)

I couldn’t tell. But I think

they’re alive.

The WOLF HOWLS. When they both move forward to look, the

creature is gone.

CURTIS

That’s probably not good, right?

The Werewolf pops up through the branches below them, but

gets stuck in between them. Millie and Curtis SCREAM.

MILLIE

Climb!

CURTIS

Run!

Millie hurries to climb upward as Curtis darts across the

branches to get away. He leaps into the other tree, then

looks back.

CURTIS

Millie?

In the first tree, Millie looks down at the wolf as it

struggles to get through the branches.

MILLIE

Curtis! Shit!

Finally, one of the branches SNAPS and the wolf lunges

upward. Millie gasps.

In the other tree, Curtis can see Millie make it near the

top. But the wolf isn’t far behind.

Millie’s foot slips. The Werewolf reaches for her, but she

pulls away just in time. She goes as far as she can. She

looks to the trees around her.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Uh-oh.

She sees Curtis peek out from the next tree.

CURTIS

Millie!

MILLIE

Curtis, what the--

The branch SNAPS underneath her feet. She gasps, tumbles

through the branches until her pants leg catches on one of

the lowest.

She hangs upside down, a few feet above the ground - her

crossbow and glasses land just out of reach.

She shakes her leg, but has no luck. Then she reaches for

the crossbow, but it’s too far. Instead, she tries to grab

her leg.

Then the Werewolf drops to the ground next to her, smashing

her glasses. It sniffs her shoulder, then her face.

Its mouth opens. Its slobbering tongue extends, but then so

do two gray, tongue-like TENTACLES. Yes, tentacles. They rub

against both cheeks.

She whimpers, shuts her eyes, and tries to pull away. The

tentacles retract. The Wolf snarls.

The closest to Tarzan as he’ll get, Curtis leaps from the

tree and tackles the wolf. Millie opens her eyes as Curtis

rolls away.

The wolf stands, the machete sticking out of its back. It

tries to grab it, but can’t reach. It GROWLS at Curtis.

Millie gives one good tug of her leg and it comes loose. She

lands on her back with a GRUNT, goes for the crossbow, and

shoots a bolt at the wolf just as it moves for Curtis.

It hits in its stomach. The Werewolf grabs it, but Millie

fires another into its chest. The creature drops to a knee.

CURTIS

Yes! Fuck you, Werewolf!

The wolf grabs both bolts, yanks them out, then HOWLS.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

Oh, shit.

The wolf stands up. Then an ENGINE RUMBLES as headlights

BEAM from further into the woods.

Dr. Burton drives an ATV through the trees at a high-speed

and crashes right into the creature. It YELPS as it’s

knocked back several feet. The Doctor looks at the kids.

DR. BURTON

Get on!

Curtis and Millie look to each other.

DR. BURTON

Come on!

They jump on the ATV. Dr. Burton guns it. He weaves through

the trees as the Werewolf sniffs, then follows.

DR. BURTON

Got anymore arrows?!

Millie reaches into her pack and grabs one. She squints,

aims over Curtis and shoots, but misses. The Werewolf gains

on them.

She reaches into her pack again, but the Doctor makes a

sharp turn and they spill out. She lunges for them.

CURTIS

Whoa!

He catches her, and she catches one bolt. He helps her up.

MILLIE

Thanks!

She loads it into the crossbow, carefully aims.

DR. BURTON

Come on!

The monster’s in arm’s reach. It GROWLS, she fires - hits it

in the leg. It trips and tumbles to the ground. The Doctor

glances back.

DR. BURTON

Nice shot!

Millie breathes a sigh of relief.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

Dammit, I lost the machete!

Further behind them, the Werewolf yanks the bolt from its

leg. It sniffs again, then HOWLS into what remains of the

setting sun.

INT. DARLA’S HOUSE, LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME

Darla peeks from the kitchen. Her tired MOTHER drinks a

glass of wine on the couch.

DARLA

Mom?

DARLA’S MOM

Yeah, baby?

DARLA

Where’s the rat poison?

DARLA’S MOM

Basement. The shelf above the

washer. Why?

She takes a big gulp from the wine.

DARLA

Just making cupcakes for Mildred

Barnes.

DARLA’S MOM

Okay, you have fun, baby.

DARLA

Thanks!

INT. DARLA’S HOUSE, KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

Empty pill bottles, a baggie of white powder, an empty

bottle of window cleaner, and a box of rat poison surround a

bowl of cupcake mix.

Darla kisses a framed picture of Bobby, then pours the

entire box of rat poison in the bowl. She grins menacingly

as she stirs.
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EXT. LABORATORY - NIGHT

It’s a single building, almost like an oversized shed or

garage, just on the outskirts of the woods. The ATV’s parked

outside. The light above the door kicks on.

Dr. Burton pushes the door open. He turns to Curtis, then

motions to Millie who stands by the ATV, squinting as she

looks into the woods.

DR. BURTON

Would you like to get your

girlfriend and--

CURTIS

(blushes)

What? Girlfriend? She’s not my

girlfriend.

He snickers uncomfortably.

DR. BURTON

Ah, right, sorry. Teenagers today,

you know, I just assumed.

CURTIS

Right, well, no. Just friends.

DR. BURTON

Okay then.

Curtis sighs, looks back at Millie, then goes to her.

CURTIS

You okay there?

MILLIE

(obviously not)

Yeah. Fine.

CURTIS

Can you see?

MILLIE

Huh? Oh, yeah. Enough.

She trudges toward the building. Curtis waits a beat, then

follows.
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INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Burton flips a large switch, turning on all the

fluorescent lights. He leads Millie and Curtis to his desk.

MILLIE

How did you know where we were?

DR. BURTON

I’ve been following you.

MILLIE

Following us? Since when?

DR. BURTON

Uh, since you got out of school. I

realize how it sounds--

CURTIS

Yeah, it sounds fuckin’ creepy.

We’re minors.

DR. BURTON

Right, but it’s important. I needed

to ask what you saw. Granted, I’ve

now seen the beast myself--

MILLIE

Thank you, by the way.

DR. BURTON

Yes, sure. Of course. I got lucky,

I suppose.

He sits at his computer. Curtis glances around at the old,

dusty lab equipment.

DR. BURTON

Even seeing it as I did wasn’t

enough to get any kind of analysis,

so I just need to know everything.

Everything you know or saw. You

said there were other people there.

And they were alive. How do you

know that?

MILLIE

I guess I don’t really. There just

wasn’t any blood or marks of any

kind. Wouldn’t there be?

(CONTINUED)
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DR. BURTON

Interesting, interesting.

He types into the computer. Millie raises her eyebrows to

Curtis. He shrugs.

DR. BURTON

And why would it do that?

CURTIS

Do what?

DR. BURTON

Keep them alive.

CURTIS

I don’t know, saving them for later

like a fucking hibernating bear?

DR. BURTON

Hmm... What else did you see?

He types into the computer again.

MILLIE

It had... tentacles.

He jerks his head toward her.

DR. BURTON

Tentacles? As in--

MILLIE

As in two slimy fucking tentacles

that came out after its tongue and

licked my face. Tentacles.

CURTIS

Ew.

DR. BURTON

Fascinating. Fascinating, yes!

He goes back to the computer.

MILLIE

Listen, are you here to help us or

hypothesize? We obviously know very

little.

DR. BURTON

Yet you went hunting for it.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

(sighs)

Yeah. I wanted a clear conscience.

CURTIS

Everyone at school thought she was

a murderer.

DR. BURTON

What else did you see?

MILLIE

It doesn’t matter. Why are we here?

Dr. Burton sighs. He rolls a little closer to them.

DR. BURTON

This animal, this monster... Is no

ordinary werewolf.

CURTIS

Right, that’s what I was worried

about. That it’s one of those

ordinary werewolves you see all the

time.

DR. BURTON

I think-- Uh, my theory, my

understanding is that this creature

came from another world.

CURTIS

Like from Mars?

DR. BURTON

No, not Mars. Somewhere else. Outer

space. Beyond our world.

CURTIS

You get that from "tentacles."

DR. BURTON

No, not exactly. Sit down, please.

They both glance around. There’s only one chair. Millie

takes it, Curtis sits on the desk.

DR. BURTON

Several years ago I worked for NASA

on a project involving alien life

on meteors and asteroids.

Simultaneously, we took several

species of mammals to test the

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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DR. BURTON (cont’d)
effects of space on their animal

instincts.

FLASHBACK - INT. NASA SHUTTLE, DEEP SPACE

Dr. Burton trots down an aisle of glass ages filled with

different animal species. He jots into a notepad as he goes.

DR. BURTON (V.O.)

We studied what they would do for

survival and how. We took chimps

and monkeys, cats, dogs, a mountain

lion, mice, a bear and... wolves.

He passes by a wolf in the final cage.

CURTIS (V.O.)

NASA spent money on that?

DR. BURTON (V.O.)

It was more of a two birds, one

stone situation.

END FLASHBACK

INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Burton leans forward.

DR. BURTON

We could also send them out to

explore without risking the life of

an astronaut.

MILLIE

That’s cruel.

DR. BURTON

Maybe, but it gets worse.

FLASHBACK - EXT. ASTEROID SURFACE

A large, gray tentacle SMACKS the side of the rocket ship.

DR. BURTON (V.O.)

We did find life on an asteroid,

but it was hostile. We had a

problem when we tried taking off.
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The ship’s THRUSTERS FIRE, the rocket launches. The tentacle

WHACKS the side of the shuttle again.

INT. NASA SHUTTLE - CONTINUOUS

The shuttle shakes from the hit. The Astronauts panic as

ALARMS WAIL. The OXYGEN METER blinks.

DR. BURTON (V.O.)

The ship was damaged from the

outside, and we lost oxygen. We

only had a limited amount to last

until we could make it to the

rendezvous point--

END FLASHBACK

INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Burton’s knee bounces.

MILLIE

You killed them.

He squirms.

DR. BURTON

Yes, well, no. But yes. We released

them. Kicked them out, if you will.

It was a necessary choice, it was

them or all of us.

MILLIE

What does this have to do with

what’s going on?

DR. BURTON

That’s precisely the right question

to ask. I still have all the data

from that mission.

He grabs the vial of goo from the meteor.

DR. BURTON

And I found this inside the meteor

the creature traveled in. It’s some

sort of protective substance I

assume it was for cooling or

heating, etc. I tested a hair from

the creature and it matched one of

the wolves on our ship.

(CONTINUED)
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Millie and Curtis glance at each other.

DR. BURTON

And those rocks.

He points to the two pulsating meteor rocks.

DR. BURTON

I found those with the larger

meteor. They share characteristics

from the asteroid we landed on.

CURTIS

Wait a second... What you’re saying

is... There could be an evil monkey

monster out there?

DR. BURTON

Uh, well, I suppose it’s possible

because I do theorize, based on

what we’ve learned today, that the

alien creature somehow bonded with

our wolf; creating the creature we

just escaped from.

Millie shakes her head.

MILLIE

If that is possible, why did it

come here? Or how?

CURTIS

And why are those rocks breathing?

DR. BURTON

I do think the rocks are living

pieces of the asteroid, but I need

further tests to discover their

purpose. And as for your question,

Mildred. I have two possibilities.

He leans forward again.

DR. BURTON

It could be coincidence. Such as,

maybe when our ship left we caused

a gravitational pull of sorts and

changed the asteroid’s trajectory.

Or... the more worrisome theory.

Maybe it was no coincidence. Maybe

the creature meant to come here.

The only question is--

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Why.

DR. BURTON

Precisely. I’d like to think maybe

there were lingering memories in

the wolf before its evolution

providing a longing for home. But

what if it’s angry? Maybe it has

the wolf’s memories but they only

show a place rich with food and

weak inhabitants that it can call

home. What if it followed us here?

EXT. WOODS - SAME TIME

The Werewolf stops from a sprint. It looks out at the

laboratory just a short distance away.

INT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

Millie gulps, looks to Curtis then back to the doctor.

MILLIE

Alright, so what do we do? We just

saw how hard it is to kill.

DR. BURTON

Kill? No, I want to capture it.

CURTIS

Like, alive?

DR. BURTON

Yes. Do you have any idea what it

means to have a creature like that

come here? Not only for the proof

of alien life, but potentially

alien life that can bond with other

species!

Millie’s taken aback.

MILLIE

But that thing is killing people!

It’s hostile. We can’t risk any

more lives!

CURTIS

Yeah, you can study the thing if

it’s dead, too.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

I won’t be a part of this.

She jumps to her feet, removes her jacket.

MILLIE

You got me all worked up and

sweaty!

DR. BURTON

Please, you have to understand the

good that--

His attention focuses on the bandage on Millie’s shoulder.

DR. BURTON

What is that?

MILLIE

What is what?

DR. BURTON

The bandage. Is that from last

night? Did the wolf cause that?

MILLIE

Yeah, it scratched me. Why?

Dr. Burton glances away, thinking.

DR. BURTON

I worry you’ve been marked.

Her eyes go wide.

CURTIS

Marked?

DR. BURTON

Have you had any side effects?

CURTIS

(grins)

Is she gonna turn into a werewolf?

DR. BURTON

No. Not that. Marked like you’re

connected. It can smell itself on

you. Have you had any side effects?

She hesitates.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

A vision. When I fell asleep. But I

thought it was just a dream, I--

DR. BURTON

I think it could be more troubling

than that.

There’s a BANG across the laboratory. They flinch. Then

another BANG.

MILLIE

Like it knows where I am?

Dr. Burton nods.

CURTIS

We should run or something, right?

Or call for help?

Another BANG. Dr. Burton snatches his cell phone.

DR. BURTON

That direction is the only way out,

and it’ll see us if we go through

those windows, so... Better hide.

He ducks under the desk. Curtis groans as Millie glances

around. She grabs his arm and pulls him toward another room.

At the other end of the lab, the Werewolf BURSTS through the

door. It HOWLS.

INT./EXT. POLICE CAR, CONVENIENCE STORE - SAME TIME

The Sheriff eats a hot dog in the front seat with his eye on

the door of the store. A truck pulls up to the side of the

building. The DRIVER (22) gets out and runs inside, leaving

two TEENAGE BOYS in the car.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Bingo.

EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE, TRUCK - CONTINUOUS

The Sheriff taps on the passenger window. The teens stiffen

as one of them rolls the window down.

TEEN #1

Hiya, Sheriff.

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF HARRIS

Boys.

Without taking his eye off of them, he points to the driver

coming out of the store.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Hold it!

DRIVER

Shit!

One of the teens sinks in his seat, the other slaps the

dashboard in frustration.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Here’s what’s gonna happen. I’m

gonna take the alcohol back inside

and get you a refund and you’ll go

straight home. Where you’ll stay.

And we’ll forget this happened.

The teens look at each other in disbelief.

TEEN #2

You serious, Sheriff?

SHERIFF HARRIS

As a heart attack. But! Only if you

give me something in return.

Information.

TEEN #1

I ain’t no snitch, Sheriff.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Uh-huh. I’ll ignore your grammar

too. I just wanna know where the

party is. And don’t pretend like

there’s not one. I know you have

them every year. Where is it?

The teens look to each other again. One shrugs, one groans.

INT. POLICE CAR - MOMENTS LATER

The Sheriff smirks as he gets in and shuts the door.

OFFICER JOHNS (V.O.)

(through the police radio)

Sheriff, are you there? Over.

Harris grabs the radio.

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF HARRIS

Good news, Johns! Found out who’s

throwing the Halloween shindig.

Krissy Connors. Seems her folks are

even out of town.

OFFICER JOHNS (V.O.)

That’s great, Sheriff. But, listen,

we got a problem.

SHERIFF HARRIS

What’s that?

OFFICER JOHNS (V.O.)

There’s been another animal

sighting. Over at that laboratory.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Sounds like an animal control issue

to me, Johns.

OFFICER JOHNS (V.O.)

Yeah, but he’s got two kids there.

One’s the girl from last night.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Christ almighty. Fine. But send an

officer over to the Connors place,

will ya? We still got a job to do.

He drops the radio.

INT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

Dr. Burton hides under his desk. He peeks out, sees nothing,

then opens the bottom drawer and pulls out a small pistol.

He checks the bullets - only four. He ducks back.

INT. LABORATORY, KITCHEN - SAME TIME

Millie and Curtis sit against the wall next to the door.

CURTIS

(whispers)

Do you hear it?

She shakes her head.

CURTIS

(whispers)

I’d feel way more comfortable with

that machete right about now.

(CONTINUED)
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Millie lies on the ground, looks under the door.

CURTIS

(whispers)

Anything?

She keeps looking until -- The Werewolf’s feet step right up

to the door. She gasps, sits back against the wall.

The Werewolf looks through the small window on the door. It

sniffs, snarls. Then backs away.

CURTIS

(whispers)

What do we do now?

MILLIE

Shh.

The Werewolf SMASHES through the small window, sticks its

head through. Millie and Curtis flinch and SCREAM.

The wolf looks down at them, GROWLS. It yanks the door right

off the hinges. Just as it takes a step, POP-POP. TWO

GUNSHOTS FIRE.

The creature twists around, GROWLS. Millie eyes the machete

still stuck in the wolf’s back.

INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

The gun shakes in Dr. Burton’s hands.

DR. BURTON

Oh, God.

The Werewolf charges. Burton fires. POP-POP-CLICK. Empty.

The wolf keeps coming. It dives for him, but he ducks under

the desk.

The wolf gets to its feet, glares at Dr. Burton. It steps

toward him, then sniffs.

Its eyes lock on the two meteor rocks on the desk. It HOWLS.

A can of green beans flies across the room and hits it in

the head. The wolf looks to find Millie holding two more

cans and a knife.

MILLIE

Hey! Over here!

She throws another can, but the wolf knocks it away.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Oh, boy, okay.

The wolf charges. She leaps back into the kitchen.

INT. LABORATORY, KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Curtis crouches on the counter with the microwave in hand.

Millie ducks underneath. The wolf dives inside.

Curtis smashes the microwaves over its head. It GROWLS and

drops to a knee. Millie grips the machete in its back and

tugs, but it won’t come out.

MILLIE

Shit.

The creature stands straight. Millie hops on its back.

CURTIS

Millie!

The wolf backhands Curtis. He flies out of the room and

skids across the floor.

INT. LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Burton rushes to Curtis’ side. Curtis moans as the

doctor helps him to his feet.

The Werewolf stumbles out of the kitchen, trying to shake

Millie off while she tries to pull out the machete. Finally,

the creature grabs her, throws her across the room -- but

she brings the machete with her.

She falls next to a shelf lined with flasks, tubes, and

beakers with various liquids you’d expect to find in a lab

like this one.

The Werewolf charges Burton and Curtis.

MILLIE

Curtis!

He looks up as she tosses the machete. He catches it just as

the wolf reaches them and immediately chops at it.

The Werewolf tumbles to the ground. Curtis triumphantly

wields the machete covered in a dark-colored blood.

He laughs -- until the Werewolf slowly gets to his feet with

a mighty gash in its throat, gushing that dark blood.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

Aw, shit!

Dr. Burton and Curtis back up toward Millie. The wolf

attempts a growl but it comes out as a gurgling SHRILL.

It starts a run but then BOOM -- a SHOTGUN BLAST blows off

its head.

Millie, Curtis, and the Doctor gawk at the headless body,

then look to their savior - Sheriff Harris. Not far from the

creature, he lowers the shotgun.

MILLIE

Sheriff!

CURTIS

Great timing.

The Sheriff removes his hat and rubs his brow.

SHERIFF HARRIS

This has been one goddamn mess of a

day! I am too goddamn old to be

hunting blood-thirsty monsters!

This is a small town. A nice town.

All I want is to fish and bust

Halloween parties and meth labs

like a normal Sheriff! Is that too

much to ask for?!

Then the Werewolf’s body stands. Millie gasps as the others’

eyes go wide.

CURTIS

Ho-ly shit!

Two gray tentacles flail where the head should be.

SHERIFF HARRIS

Oh, my God.

The tentacles whip around the Sheriff’s head and lift him in

the air. He drops the shotgun.

MILLIE

No!!!

The tentacles force their way into his mouth. His eyes roll

to the back of his head.

The tentacles halt, vibrate, then the headless wolf slashes

the Sheriff’s chest with its claws. His guts spill out and

the tentacles reach through the gaping torso.

(CONTINUED)
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CURTIS

What now?!

Dr. Burton stammers incoherently. Millie points to the shelf

of liquids.

MILLIE

What do these do?

DR. BURTON

Uh, very little. Wait, this one’s

an acid!

He points to a flask of a clear liquid. Millie grabs it,

chucks it at the creature. It smashes over its chest,

causing the hair to burn off and skin to burn and boil.

A SCREECH comes from the creature. It drops the Sheriff’s

lifeless body, retracts its tentacles, and slowly moves for

the others.

MILLIE

Anything else? Which ones mix and

blow up?

DR. BURTON

I don’t do that kind of work!

MILLIE

Aha!

Millie finds a bottle of cognac on the bottom shelf. She

opens the bottle, rips off part of her shirt and shoves it

in - creating a Molotov cocktail.

DR. BURTON

That’s a very expensive cognac!

CURTIS

Dude.

Millie reaches into Curtis’s jacket pocket and takes out a

lighter. He looks to Burton.

CURTIS

She knows me.

She lights the ripped shirt and chucks it at the wolf. It

shatters on its knee cap and engulfs its lower half in

flames. It SCREECHES more, but still moves forward as the

tentacles flail.

(CONTINUED)
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MILLIE

Oh, come on!

As they get ready to run, the creature drops to one knee and

the rest of its body is covered in flames.

The three of them watch as it burns up, tentacles flailing

in the flames.

MILLIE

Yes! Fuck you!

She grins, relishing the moment. Curtis looks to Dr. Burton,

who nods. Curtis puts an arm around Millie and sighs.

CURTIS

It’s over. It’s over.

On the desk, the two meteors pulsate again - growing larger.

EXT. LABORATORY - LATER

Millie and Curtis sit on the hood of the Sheriff’s car while

two officers talk with Dr. Burton. Millie watches the

paramedics load a body bag into an ambulance. She

remorsefully looks away. Burton trudges toward them.

CURTIS

Sorry we killed your future

experiment.

DR. BURTON

No, no. It’s fine. I suppose it’s

best we’re all safe. Thank you.

MILLIE

Thank you for having good taste in

alcohol.

DR. BURTON

Ah, yes, right.

Officer Johns approaches.

OFFICER JOHNS

Alright, let’s just agree to put

this all behind us.

MILLIE

What? Like a cover up?

(CONTINUED)
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OFFICER JOHNS

Not exactly. Just a "let’s not get

anyone bigger involved and make

this more complicated" kinda

situation. That’s what the Sheriff

would’ve wanted. I suggest the two

of you go on home. I’ll help the

doctor clean this mess up.

DR. BURTON

I can take care of it, officer, if

you have more to do.

OFFICER JOHNS

No, no, the Sheriff was able to

stop the Halloween party so now

it’s just this or chase whatever

kid tries to trick-or-treat.

He pats Burton on the shoulder and heads toward the lab.

DR. BURTON

So, uh, I should get your contact

info in case I have more questions

about, well, everything.

Millie nudges Curtis.

MILLIE

I lost my phone last night.

He takes out his phone and hands it to the Doctor.

DR. BURTON

How do you follow up something like

this, huh?

MILLIE

Sleep.

She lies over the hood.

CURTIS

No, no, no, we got more adventures

ahead of us.

He lifts her back up. She groans.

CURTIS

We’ll hit up the Halloween party.

(CONTINUED)
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DR. BURTON

But he said they stopped it.

Millie and Curtis grin.

MILLIE/CURTIS

Doubt it.

EXT. KRISSY’S HOUSE - SAME TIME

A LADY OFFICER rings the doorbell. After no answer, she

peaks through the window. No lights on, no one in sight. She

scoffs, grabs the walkie on her shoulder.

LADY OFFICER

Guys, the Sheriff must’ve been

misinformed. Either there’s no

party here or it’s the shittiest

one since the tainted meat fiasco

at the Taco Bell in ’09.

EXT. CABIN, WOODS - NIGHT

Cars are scattered across the lawn. A few teens in costumes

walk the gravel path leading to the two-story cabin with

loud music and Halloween decorations, surrounded by trees

and the pond.

INT. CABIN, LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME

Every party-goer is in costume. There’s a drinking game in

every corner and old Horror movies on the TV.

Krissy bounces down the stairs dressed as Pee Wee Herman,

except with black boots, her hair lifted into a high-top, a

scar drawn on her forehead, and bolts in her neck. She looks

around at her party, and smirks.

Marty (18), another jock stereotype, steps in front of her.

He’s in the letterman’s jacket, a plain white t-shirt, and

converse. His jeans are rolled at the bottom and there’s a

cigarette behind his ear. He finishes chugging a beer.

MARTY

Heck of a bash, Kasey.

KRISSY

It’s Krissy.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTY

So, uh, what are you s’posed to be?

KRISSY

Pee Wee Herman Munster.

MARTY

What’s a "Munster?"

She rolls her eyes.

KRISSY

Nothing. What are you supposed to

be? You look normal.

MARTY

Huh, no. I’m a teen from the

fifties.

He takes a comb from his pocket and mimes slicking his hair

back.

KRISSY

Anything to wear that jacket, huh?

He snickers.

MARTY

Well, I dig the look. You look good

in gray.

KRISSY

(smirks)

I know.

Darla’s friend Margot, dressed as a dead princess, GASPS by

the front door.

MARGOT

An adult!

KRISSY

Shit!

UNCLE JOE (30’s) enters with a glare.

UNCLE JOE

Uh, what the fuck is going on?!

She darts toward him.

(CONTINUED)
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KRISSY

Uncle Joe, let me--

UNCLE JOE

This is a party. Oh, God, it’s a

Halloween party! You’re in so much

trouble, dude.

KRISSY

What’ll it take to buy your

silence?

He grinds his teeth.

UNCLE JOE

I require a six pack of any beer

and at least a fifth of bourbon

In a flash his requests are delivered by a random teen.

UNCLE JOE

I’ve seen nothing but some kids

watching scary movies. Make sure

you, uh, keep the volume low.

KRISSY

Sure, I’ll find the remote.

She winks.

UNCLE JOE

You know I mean the volume of the

party, right?

KRISSY

Just go!

UNCLE JOE

Okay, sorry!

He leaves, passing Millie and Curtis as they wander in.

Several party-goers cheer.

CURTIS

Well, that’s a bitchin’ reception.

KRISSY

What the fuck, guys? You smell like

smoke. Where are your costumes?

Millie and Curtis look at each other. Their clothes and hair

are disheveled from the earlier events. Curtis has a bruised

cheek.
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CURTIS

We’re, uh...

MILLIE

Hobos!

CURTIS

Yeah! A couple of hobos.

KRISSY

Well, you could’ve put a little

more effort into it.

CURTIS

Pee Wee Herman Munster? Nice!

She bows.

KRISSY

Anyways, where have you been?

CURTIS

Killing a Werewolf.

MILLIE

It’s been a long night. I could use

a drink.

Krissy points toward the kitchen.

KRISSY

Drinks are that way.

MILLIE

Awesome.

CURTIS

I’m gonna mingle.

He goes the opposite way as Millie squeezes past other teens

to make it to the keg.

INT. CABIN, KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

As the last few teens part, Millie runs into Darla with a

plate of three cupcakes and a huge grin.

Millie halts enough to glare, then tries to go around but

Darla steps in front of her.
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MILLIE

Come on, Darla, I’m really not in

the mood.

DARLA

No, this is merely a peace

offering. You didn’t kill Bobby,

did you? They say there was a...

beast of some kind. I made these as

a way to I’m sorry.

MILLIE

Oh, well, thanks. I don’t really

eat sweets, but maybe I’ll--

DARLA

Please. I just want to apologize.

And make things right.

MILLIE

Really, it’s not necessary. But

maybe I’ll give it to--

She shoves the plate forward, her smile gone.

DARLA

Please take one!

She composes herself, brings back her grin.

DARLA

I made them just for you. No one

else. Just you.

MILLIE

Um, okay, Darla. I’ll take a

cupcake.

Millie grabs one, forces a smile and moves past her. Another

teen tries to reach for a cupcake. Darla slaps his hand. She

glances back to Millie, who drops the cupcake in the trash.

Darla glares.

Millie grabs a cup, pours beer from the tap. A dude in a

Werewolf costume under a t-shirt steps up and GROWLS.

MILLIE

(scoffs)

Don’t you think that’s in poor

taste?

The fake-Werewolf shrugs. Millie takes a drink.
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INT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

Dr. Burton sips from a coffee mug and stands over a large

black smudge where the creature once burned. It’s surrounded

by a few jars and containers of charred remains.

He goes back to his computer. A small jar with a mostly

burnt tentacle piece sits next to his microscope. He jots

into a notepad, the types into the computer.

There’s a THUD behind him. He jerks around, but sees

nothing. He goes back to work.

Then a SNAP and SCRAPE. He sighs, gets up. Walks around his

desk to find both of the meteor rocks - SPLIT OPEN. He

squints as he kneels next to it, but his jaw quickly drops.

DR. BURTON

Oh, my God.

He stands, slowly backs up while gazing around the room.

EXT. CABIN, BACK DECK - SAME TIME

Curtis steps out with two beers to find Millie leaning

against the deck railing, keeping to herself despite the

teens smoking cigarettes on one side of her and a group

smoking something else on the other side.

CURTIS

Beer?

MILLIE

Nah, I still have some.

CURTIS

Perfect.

He chugs one beer and tosses the cup away.

MILLIE

I think Darla’s trying to Ex-Lax me

with cupcakes.

CURTIS

Amateur. Why not just put it in a

beer? Jeez.

MILLIE

I guess a cupcake is a delicious

way to go.
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Curtis taps the shoulder of a girl in a Ghostbuster costume

smoking a cigarette with a guy dressed as a superhero.

CURTIS

Bum a smoke?

SUPERHERO TEEN

Didn’t know you smoked, Curtis.

CURTIS

Like any good teenager, I only

smoke when I drink.

The two teens chuckle. Curtis pats the guy’s back then

searches his own pockets. Millie takes out the lighter from

her inside pocket.

CURTIS

Aha! Thank you.

He lights up.

CURTIS

Listen. About our conversation in

the woods earlier--

MILLIE

Don’t worry about it. I know you

didn’t mean anything.

CURTIS

Well, I did actually. I was a

little upset about what happened

last night. Or may have happened.

MILLIE

You mean Bobby dying?

CURTIS

No, fuck that guy.

Millie’s shoulders sink.

CURTIS

Sorry, sorry. No, I mean I was...

Jealous.

MILLIE

(scoffs)

Jealous?
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CURTIS

We’ve been friends for a long time.

I just thought if you were gonna

experiment then--

MILLIE

With you?

He shrugs. She laughs.

CURTIS

Well, that’s hurtful.

MILLIE

Wait, are you serious?

He nods, takes a drink.

MILLIE

You’re drunk.

CURTIS

Barely.

MILLIE

Well, Curtis, we’re friends. I

don’t want to mess that up. Do you

wanna mess that up?

CURTIS

Yeah. I do wanna mess it up. Maybe

it won’t get messed up. Maybe the

opposite.

She squints.

MILLIE

Curtis, I--

His phone rings. He groans, checks the phone.

MILLIE

Ignore it.

CURTIS

It’s Dr. Burton.

Millie raises her eyebrows. Curtis answers.

CURTIS

You’ve reached Curtis. Who’s

calling?
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INT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

Dr. Burton hides under his desk with the phone to his ear.

He whispers, albeit a little louder from panic.

DR. BURTON

Curtis! It’s me.

CURTIS (V.O.)

I know a lot of "me’s."

DR. BURTON

Dr. Burton!

EXT. CABIN, BACK DECK - SAME TIME

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION

CURTIS

Just kidding, Doc, I know it’s you.

DR. BURTON

We have a problem.

CURTIS

Yeah, I’m not drunk enough yet!

He raises a beer, a few teens cheer.

DR. BURTON

Current moral quandary aside, I

believe our problems are much worse

than that. I was wrong, Curtis!

Curtis offers his cigarette to Millie. She declines. He

points to the group of teens smoking the other stuff. She

laughs and shakes her head.

DR. BURTON

Curtis!

CURTIS

Oh, sorry. Here, talk to Millie. My

hands are full.

He hands the phone to Millie.

MILLIE

Dr. Burton?
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CURTIS

Millie! I was wrong!

MILLIE

Wrong about what?

Dr. Burton peeks around his desk.

DR. BURTON

Your mark! Maybe it could smell you

or maybe you were connected in some

way to the alien, but it wasn’t

here for you! It was here for me!

MILLIE

For you? Why?

DR. BURTON

It smelled them.

MILLIE

Smelled what?

Curtis squints at her. She shrugs.

DR. BURTON

The rocks. The rocks I took from

the crash site. They weren’t just

extra living rocks. They carried

something else. Something more!

MILLIE

What do you mean something else?

There’s a GROWL behind the desk. Dr. Burton freezes.

MILLIE

Dr. Burton?

INT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

FOOTSTEPS. The CLANKS of CLAWS against the hard floor. Then

the feet stop in front of Dr. Burton.

The desk is thrown from over his head. He slowly lowers the

phone as his breathing quickens.

DR. BURTON

They... Reproduced.
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MILLIE (V.O.)

What?!

Two slender, drooling Werewolves about two feet shorter than

the original stand in front of him - one with completely

silver hair, the other black and with gray patches.

They sniff and snarl. Then Patches reaches for the Doctor.

EXT. CABIN, BACK DECK - SAME TIME

SCREAMS and GROWLS come from the phone.

MILLIE

Dr. Burton?!

Helpless, she looks to Curtis.

CURTIS

What? What’s going on?

EXT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

Dr. Burton flies through a window. He lands with a thud, a

groan, and three bloody gashes in his chest - CLAW MARKS.

He trembles as he puts a hand over the wounds and pushes

himself up. He glances over his shoulder then runs. The

wolves leap from the building.

The Silver wolf circumvents him. Burton stops in his tracks.

He turns just as Patches reaches him. He puts a hand up

toward both. They circle him.

DR. BURTON

Okay. It’s okay. I won’t harm you.

Silver SLASHES his shoulder then goes back to circling.

Patches SLASHES his thigh. Burton SCREAMS. Then they both

SLASH at his back and ribcage.

Burton drops to his knees. He pants, looks from his bloody

wounds to the wolves. They both stop at his front. They

SNARL. Then charge. He SCREAMS.
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EXT. CABIN, BACKYARD - SAME TIME

Millie stomps down the steps of the deck. Curtis hurries to

catch up to her once she stops.

CURTIS

Millie, seriously, what’s up?

MILLIE

I know why it was collecting the

bodies.

CURTIS

What? What are you talking about?

MILLIE

The lab’s that way, right?

She points forward.

CURTIS

Uh, yeah. Pretty sure. Why?

MILLIE

Because we’re in trouble.

EXT. LABORATORY - SAME TIME

The Werewolves scale the side of the building. They dart

across the roof, then gaze out into the distance.

Along the opposite side of the pond are three cabins

separated by a long series of trees. Music echoes from the

only cabin with lights on - the one decorated for Halloween.

The wolves HOWL.

INT. CABIN, LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Millie and Curtis hurry inside. Millie searches through the

sea of costumed partygoers.

CURTIS

You can’t just leave me on a verbal

cliffhanger like that, Millie. How

are we in trouble?

MILLIE

Where’s Krissy?!

Krissy slides out from the crowd with Marty staying close.

(CONTINUED)
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KRISSY

What’s up, why don’t you have a

drink?

MILLIE

We have to stop this party.

KRISSY

Excuse me.

MILLIE

Seriously, everyone here is in

danger!

Several teens cheer.

MILLIE

No, no, no, I’m serious!

KRISSY

Millie, stop. I am not shutting

down this party. Don’t you see how

well it’s going? This has fucking

made me. Also, I’m getting crazy

hot vibes from Marty over there.

Marty winks as he dances in place and drinks his beer.

CURTIS

What is with you guys and the jocks

at our school? Don’t we poke fun at

their dim-wittedness all the time?

KRISSY

Sure, but they’re fuckin’ gorgeous,

Curtis.

MILLIE

Guys, pay attention! There are more

wolves coming.

CURTIS

Wait, what?

KRISSY

Didn’t one of you say you killed

the wolf?

MILLIE

But there’s more! Dr. Burton said

it reproduced! I heard them attack

him on the phone!
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CURTIS

Shit, for real?

Millie grabs his shoulder.

MILLIE

Remember the people in the woods?

The ones that were alive? It

must’ve been collecting them to

feed the others when they hatched.

KRISSY

Hatched, like, from an egg?

CURTIS

From the fucking meteor rock?

KRISSY

Come on, Millie. Did you smoke with

the stoners outside?

MILLIE

No! I--

Marty comes to Krissy.

MARTY

Hey, baby, I was thinking we could

go somewhere. You know, alone.

Maybe for a walk.

MILLIE

That’s the worst idea right now! We

either need get out of these woods

or we need to--

KRISSY

Millie! Do you see what’s happening

here?

She nods toward Marty.

KRISSY

I’m not worried about whatever

Werewolves from meteors you’re

talking about. Maybe you should

pick a room not getting sexed in

and get some sleep.

MARTY

Wait, Werewolves from where?
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MILLIE

Krissy, please.

Krissy hesitates. She sighs.

KRISSY

Okay. Okay. We’ll just go upstairs.

Millie nods. Krissy takes Marty’s hand. He grins and leads

her to the stairwell. Millie groans in frustration.

CURTIS

Listen, Millie. It’s fine. There’s

safety in numbers and the lab is on

the other side of the pond. If

there are other wolves, they’re not

gonna come here. Right?

Millie shakes her head.

MILLIE

Curtis... They’re probably already

on their way.

EXT. WOODS - SAME TIME

The two Werewolves dash through the woods, leaping over

shrubbery and dodging trees.

EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

Marty leads Krissy away from the cabin.

KRISSY

Those rooms filled up fast.

Cleaning is gonna be a bitch.

MARTY

That’s alright. It’s way better out

here. In nature and shit. All by

ourselves.

He turns and kisses her. She smiles, stops him.

KRISSY

Not here, man. Everyone can see.

She nods toward the cabin where teens still come and go.

Marty looks toward the trees.
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MARTY

Where should we go? In there?

She shrugs. He takes her hand and pulls her into the woods.

EXT. WOODS - CONTINUOUS

They stop in an open area covered in leaves. Marty backs

Krissy into a tree and kisses her. She smiles, then pushes

him to the ground. He laughs.

She climbs on top of him, kisses him. A TWIG SNAPS not far.

MARTY

Did you hear that?

KRISSY

No.

She pulls off her jacket, helps him take his shirt off.

LEAVES RUSTLE and another TWIG SNAPS from behind the

shrubbery.

MARTY

Okay, what about that?

KRISSY

We’re in the woods. Those are

normal tree noises.

MARTY

Are you sure? After all that

Werewolf talk--

KRISSY

Dude, really? You realize what’s

happening here, right?

MARTY

Yeah. Right.

He grins, flips her to her back. They kiss again. He moves

to her neck as he rips open her shirt. Krissy’s eyes close

as her hands move to his waist.

Then - a SNARL. Krissy giggles.

KRISSY

You really get into this.

She playfully bites at his shoulder. He reaches for his

belt, but struggles.
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MARTY

Ah, shit.

KRISSY

What’s wrong?

MARTY

My belt is stuck.

KRISSY

Come on, dude, I’m losing wood.

He scoffs as he fights with his belt.

MARTY

I’m trying-- Aha!

He whips the belt out.

MARTY

Got it.

He smiles, victorious! Then kisses her. It’s silent besides

the heavy panting and lip smacking of the two teenagers.

But then -- something bursts through a bush. Marty and

Krissy flinch at the sight of... a ZOMBIE. A drunken

costumed teen VOMITS about three feet from them.

KRISSY

Oh, gross, what the fuck?!

ZOMBIE TEEN

Help.

MARTY

Dude, seriously, you’re killing the

moment. Be sick somewhere else.

The zombie teen collapses. Bloody GASHES line his back.

Krissy squints, sensing something’s wrong. Marty groans and

straightens to sit on his knees.

MARTY

Great detail on the costume though.

Then the Patchy Werewolf lunges from behind Marty and bites

into his neck. He and Krissy SCREAM.

Patches pulls Marty off of Krissy as the Silver-haired

Werewolf rushes to chomp into Marty’s groin. They both tug

at the teen until his throat is RIPPED OUT.
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Blood SPRAYS Krissy. She screams again, leaps to her feet,

and darts back toward the cabin.

The wolves TEAR into Marty’s torso, ravenously feasting on

his insides.

INT. CABIN, BASEMENT - SAME TIME

Millie and Curtis rummage through the shelves of tools,

paints, etc. Millie grabs an axe near a toolbox while Curtis

grabs a chainsaw and a gas can. A SCREAM comes from outside.

MILLIE

You hear that?

CURTIS

Please say that was the movie.

Millie takes the toolbox and hurries up the stairs.

INT. CABIN, LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Millie comes through the basement door just as Krissy bursts

through the front. She slams the door behind her, face wet

with tears and blood, trying to catch her breath.

The superhero teen sits on the back of the sofa.

SUPERHERO TEEN

Whoa, nice touch, Krissy. You’re

going all out! This party’s sick!

Teens cheer, but Krissy stays silent. Millie hurries to her.

MILLIE

Krissy, what happened?

KRISSY

M-Marty. He--

MILLIE

Shit. We gotta shut the party down.

Petrified, Krissy stares at the floor.

MILLIE

Krissy!

Krissy looks up.
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MILLIE

I need you to stay with me, okay?

Millie grabs her shoulders. Krissy nods.

MILLIE

Okay. We have to shut everything

down. Lights off, music off.

SUPERHERO TEEN

Wait, what’s going on?

Millie looks to him then stands on the sofa, axe in hand.

MILLIE

Everyone listen up!

Krissy goes to the bar leading to the kitchen and shuts off

the music on the cell phone plugged into speakers.

The teens "BOO."

MILLIE

We are all in danger!

SCATTERED LAUGHTER.

MILLIE

We have to shut everything off,

stay quiet--

She gets hit in the face with a plastic cup. More LAUGHTER.

Someone turns more music on from their own phone.

MILLIE

Ah, fuck this!

INT. CABIN, BASEMENT - MOMENTS LATER

Millie CHOPS into the fuse box with the axe. SPARKS FLY.

INT. CABIN, LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME

The power shuts off. Everyone GROANS or "BOOS."

By the door, Curtis consoles Krissy. She trembles. Millie

rushes in with the axe.

GHOSTBUSTER TEEN

What the fuck, hobo?

(CONTINUED)
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Two HOWLS ECHO from outside. Everyone goes quiet. Margot

steps forward.

MARGOT

What was that?

Millie SHUSHES. Everyone goes silent. Until something

SCRATCHES at the door. Curtis grabs the chainsaw, Krissy

grabs a knife. Millie slowly backs up.

SUPERHERO TEEN

Are we supposed to be scared here?

He stomps to the door.

MILLIE

Wait, don’t!

She lunges for him, but the dumb teen flings the door open

to find Patches standing on the porch.

SUPERHERO TEEN

Oh, sh--!

The Werewolf SLASHES across his face and throat. He drops to

his knees as blood GUSHES.

Everyone SCREAMS, darts toward the back. But Silver drops on

top of a costumed teen on the porch and chews into his

stomach as the other smokers SCREAM and run.

CURTIS

Basement!

Curtis grabs the gas can. He, Millie, and Krissy rush for

the basement but Patches tackles a teen through the door.

MILLIE

Attic!

They hurry up the stairs. Darla, a JASON VOORHEES, and a

VAMPIRE quickly follow.

Then -- CHAOS. Silver dives into the room as the remaining

teens just scatter or cower in corners. The wolf SLASHES

one, backhands one, SLASHES another.

Patches comes up the basement stairs as Margot runs by. The

creature grabs her and CHOMPS at her throat as she SHRIEKS.

The bathroom door opens and the guy in the Werewolf costumes

comes out.

(CONTINUED)
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WEREWOLF COSTUME

Woo! Time to rally!

He looks up at the Silver-haired wolf staring down at him.

WEREWOLF COSTUME

Uh...

He GROWLS. Silver cocks its head, then attacks the teen.

INT. CABIN, ATTIC - CONTINUOUS

Millie slams the door and locks it. Curtis shoves a dusty

dresser in front of the door. Krissy stands with her back to

the wall, knife tightly grasped.

DARLA

What if someone else wants in?

Millie just glances to her as she walks to the window. Darla

stares, disgusted. The Vampire teen shakes his head.

VAMPIRE TEEN

Damn. That’s cold.

KRISSY

What now?

Millie looks out the window.

EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

Teens dash from the house as Patches attacks whoever it can.

Some teens make it to a car, others don’t.

INT. CABIN, ATTIC - SAME TIME

Millie backs away from the window.

MILLIE

We wait.

DARLA

Wait? For what?

She still holds the plate with the two other cupcakes.

MILLIE

I don’t know. For an opening. Or

for them to come to us.
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The JASON VOORHEES teen reaches for a cupcake. Darla slaps

his hand away.

JASON VOORHEES TEEN

Ah, come on, we could die! Let me

have a cupcake!

CURTIS

Dude, they’re Ex-Laxed.

The Jason Voorhees teen sulks.

DARLA

Right. Ex-Lax. So, anyways, why

would we let them come here?

Millie puts the axe over her shoulder.

MILLIE

So we can kill them.

CURTIS

Millie, last time we used acids and

fire. It’s gonna be a little more

difficult than that.

She sighs, looks back out the window.

MILLIE

Your car isn’t far. We just need a

good diversion.

DARLA

I think the monsters have plenty of

people out there to distract them!

MILLIE

But they’re staying close. They

know more are here.

VAMPIRE TEEN

You’re about to suggest someone

should run away as a distraction,

aren’t you?

Millie looks at him, but says nothing.

CURTIS

I’ll do it.

MILLIE

Curtis--

(CONTINUED)
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DARLA

Are you fucking kidding me? She

should do it!

She points to Millie, who’s taken aback.

DARLA

Well, this is all your fault, isn’t

it? This all started last night

with you and Bobby!

Darla moves toward Millie.

CURTIS

Darla, you don’t understand--

DARLA

No! She owes this to us and you all

damn well know it!

Millie nods.

MILLIE

Fine. Fine, I’ll do it.

DARLA

Good. I’ll help you.

She drops the cupcakes, shoves Millie through the window.

CURTIS

No!

Millie SCREAMS as she smashes through the glass, but doesn’t

completely fall through. Her legs catch on the windowsill.

The axe slips from her hand and slides down the roof and

into the gutter.

MILLIE

Fuck!

On the ground below, Silver eats someone’s intestines, then

gazes up at the attic window. Curtis reaches for her.

Krissy hurries to help Curtis pull Millie back inside.

DARLA

What’re you guys doing?! We need

the diversion!

Millie gets to her feet then clocks Darla in the face. She

falls to her bottom, rubs her jaw.
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KRISSY

Whoa, nice hit.

DARLA

You bitch!

The Jason Voorhees teen groans and coughs. Everyone shoots

their attention towards him as he drops a half-eaten cupcake

and clenches his throat. Darla’s eyes go wide.

VAMPIRE TEEN

He’s choking!

DARLA

No, not choking.

The teen’s mouth foams, eyes roll back, and he collapses.

Millie checks him.

MILLIE

He’s dead.

KRISSY

What the fuck was in those

cupcakes?!

DARLA

Just cupcake mix. And rat poison.

And meth. Among other things.

CURTIS

Where did you get meth? Oh, who am

I kidding? That shit’s everywhere.

MILLIE

You were trying to kill me, not

Ex-Lax me!

DARLA

Of course!

She leaps to her feet.

MILLIE

Bobby was so fucking important to

you that you had to kill me because

a Werewolf killed him?!

DARLA

No, because it’s your fault he’s

dead! Bobby was my way out of this

bullshit fucking town! Bobby was

going places. There were college

(MORE)
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DARLA (cont’d)
scouts coming to his next game! He

was getting out and he was gonna

take me with him!

KRISSY

Oh, this is depressing.

Darla backs toward the other window as everyone just gawks.

DARLA

Don’t look at me like that. All of

you would’ve done the same.

CURTIS

Which part?

MILLIE

Darla, you don’t need some guy to

do that. You can do your own--

DARLA

Oh, like my mother? She failed and

ended up right back in this town. I

won’t. I refuse to end up like her.

And I wouldn’t have. But then you

had to invite Bobby into the woods.

Curtis squints, looks to Millie. She squirms. Now it stings.

Darla grabs the other cupcake, holds it toward Millie.

DARLA

You ruined my life! I fucking hate

you. I hate you!

Right on cue, the Silver wolf SMASHES through the window and

grabs her. She SCREAMS.

MILLIE

Darla!

Silver pulls her out of the attic. Curtis starts up the

chainsaw and charges the window. The wolf backhands him to

the ground. The chainsaw CHEWS into the floor behind him.

Millie reaches for Darla, takes her hand. Darla pleads with

her eyes, but Silver digs his claws into her ribcage and

bites into her neck. She SCREAMS.

The wolf pulls back. Darla slips from Millie’s fingers, but

Millie falls forward.
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EXT. CABIN - CONTINUOUS

Millie slides down the roof, but grabs the gutter, and

dangles off the cabin. She sees the axe not far from her.

INT. CABIN, ATTIC - SAME TIME

Curtis lunges for the chainsaw, which still saws into the

floor. His foot falls through one of the boards. Krissy and

the Vampire teen rush to help.

Patches crawls through the window.

VAMPIRE TEEN

Uh-oh.

The wolf dives toward the Vampire teen and tackles him

through the floor boards.

The floor collapses under Curtis and Krissy. They SCREAM as

they fall through. The gas can and chainsaw fall after them.

EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

Millie inches across the gutter toward the axe. Below her

legs is the open garage.

Patches, the Vampire teen, Krissy, and Curtis crash into the

garage. Patches is the first get up. He CHOMPS into the

costumed teen.

Krissy stirs, grabs Curtis, and they sneak out of the

garage. Covered in dirt and dust, they drop against the

house, clenching a ribcage or shoulder. Then Curtis glances

up to see Millie’s legs.

CURTIS

Millie!

She looks down.

MILLIE

Go! Get to the car!

CURTIS

What about you?!

MILLIE

Just go!
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KRISSY

Come on.

Krissy helps Curtis up. They limp as fast as they can toward

Curtis’ van. At the front of the house, the Silver Werewolf

stands over Darla’s body - CHEWING on a severed arm. It

looks to Millie hanging in front of the garage.

Millie finally makes it to the axe. Just as she reaches for

it, the Silver wolf leaps up and grabs her legs. She YELPS.

The wolf GROWLS. It tugs at her, but she won’t let go. The

gutter bends downward.

The wolf sinks its teeth into her calf. She SCREAMS.

INT/EXT. CURTIS’ VAN - SAME TIME

Krissy and Curtis climb in. He starts the car, puts it in

gear, but stops when he looks forward at Millie.

KRISSY

What’re you doing? Let’s go!

CURTIS

We have to help her.

She looks forward.

KRISSY

Fine.

He shifts gears, slams on the gas.

EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

Finally, Millie snags the axe. She chops down at the wolf’s

shoulder. It releases its bite and growls. In the garage,

Patches crawls out. It wipes chunky flesh from its mouth.

Curtis’ van heads right for them.

INT. CURTIS’ VAN - SAME TIME

He grinds his teeth.

CURTIS

Come on, come on!

Krissy buckles up.
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EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

Millie chops at the wolf’s head. It HOWLS, drops to the

ground. Right into Curtis’ path. The car slams into Silver.

Patches dives away in the nick of time.

INT. CABIN, GARAGE - CONTINUOUS

The van crashes into the back wall, pinning the

silver-haired Werewolf.

EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

Millie drops to the ground and drops the axe. She clutches

her calf then looks to the wreckage.

MILLIE

Curtis! Krissy!

She limps inside.

INT. CABIN, GARAGE - CONTINUOUS

The Silver Werewolf GROWLS as it claws at the wrecked hood.

Millie opens the driver’s side door to find Curtis

unconscious. Nose bleeding, Krissy groans as she forces down

the deployed airbag. Millie unbuckles Curtis’ seat belt.

MILLIE

Krissy, are you okay?

KRISSY

Yeah. No. I’ll live.

MILLIE

Okay, help me.

A small FIRE starts in the engine. Krissy points to it.

KRISSY

Oh, shit.

Millie looks to the fire, then notices the gas can near her

feet. It leaks, flowing right under the van.

MILLIE

Quickly, quickly!

She pulls Curtis out. The Silver Werewolf HOWLS. It pushes

the car, but it only barely budges.
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MILLIE

Fuck, fuck, come on!

She drags Curtis out of the garage. Krissy follows with a

limp, grabbing the chainsaw on her way.

EXT. CABIN - CONTINUOUS

Curtis wakes as Millie pulls him to the side of the

driveway. Krissy drops to her knees next to them.

CURTIS

What happened? Did I get it?

INT. CABIN, GARAGE - SAME TIME

The fire grows. The wolf’s HOWLS turn to SQUEALS.

EXT. CABIN - SAME TIME

BOOM. The engine EXPLODES. A gulf of flames fly from the

garage then its ceiling collapses. The SQUEALS increase.

MILLIE

Yeah. You got it.

The SQUEALS finally stop.

MILLIE

Well, now you got it. Where’s the

other one?

KRISSY

Maybe it ran off.

CURTIS

Then we should let it lead by

example. Let’s get outta here.

He tries to stand.

MILLIE

No, I have to find it.

KRISSY

What?

CURTIS

Millie, seriously? We need to get

the fuck out.
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MILLIE

No, I want to fucking kill this

thing!

CURTIS

No way, we’re going home.

He gets to his feet.

MILLIE

No, I’m staying!

CURTIS

Millie! Why is it so goddamn

important that you do this?

MILLIE

Because it’s my fault!

CURTIS

What?

MILLIE

Darla was right. This whole thing

is because of me. Bobby is dead

because of me!

KRISSY

Millie, you couldn’t have--

MILLIE

No, I asked him out. I approached

him. I suggested the fucking woods.

Curtis shakes his head.

CURTIS

But you said--

MILLIE

I lied, Curtis. I felt guilty! I

knew what I wanted and I went for

it. And it got him killed! First

time I try to experiment and the

guy gets eaten by a Werewolf.

KRISSY

Millie, you can’t blame yourself

for that.

MILLIE

I can’t? If I suggested somewhere

else or didn’t ask at all then he’d

still be alive. Wouldn’t he?
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CURTIS

Well... Maybe not. Those things

were gonna land here anyways.

Krissy was still gonna have a party

in the woods. He may have died here

instead.

Millie squints.

MILLIE

Yeah, but... That isn’t what

happened. It doesn’t change how

guilty I feel.

CURTIS

Can’t it?

MILLIE

What?

He grabs her shoulders.

CURTIS

Millie, you did nothing wrong! What

happened was just unfortunate

timing. Beyond your control. You

can’t take credit for the shitstorm

caused by some fucking Werewolves.

From outer space.

MILLIE

I still feel terrible, Curtis. And

alien Werewolves notwithstanding,

that can’t change.

Then -- a GROWL comes from the treeline on the other side of

the house. Everyone looks that way. Patches slowly moves

toward them.

MILLIE

Well... Killing this fucker will be

a good start.

CURTIS

Okay then. Do what you gotta do.

She grabs the chainsaw.

MILLIE

Alright. Let’s end this.

Patches HOWLS. Then charges. Millie marches toward him,

pulls the cord on the chainsaw -- But it does nothing.
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MILLIE

Uh-oh.

She tries again. And again. She stops, drops to a knee.

CURTIS

Millie, come on!

She pulls over and over with no luck as the Werewolf nears.

MILLIE

Shit! Come on. Come on!

Finally - as the Werewolf dives for her - the chainsaw kicks

on. She lifts it up just as the creature reaches her.

The chainsaw TEARS into the wolf’s torso, spraying the dark

colored blood all over Millie.

She SCREAMS as she pushes the chainsaw downward, opening its

torso down the center. The Werewolf SCREECHES as several

gray tentacles flail out of the creature’s body.

KRISSY

What the fuck?!

CURTIS

Yeah...

The Werewolf coating barely hangs on an alien mass made

ENTIRELY OF TENTACLES that stands before Millie. Her eyes

widen. The tentacles SCREECH more as they vibrate.

CURTIS

Shit.

The tentacles reach for Millie, but Curtis hurries forward

and shoves her away. A tentacle wraps around his waist and

lifts him in the air.

MILLIE

Curtis!

One of the tentacles WHACKS her across the chest and she

flies back to Krissy. She catches her breath as she sits up.

The two of them watch in horror as another tentacle forces

itself into Curtis’ mouth. Curtis gags, convulses as the

tentacle goes further and further in.

KRISSY

What is it doing?
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The gray tentacle in Curtis’ mouth slowly changes color,

matching his skin tone.

MILLIE

It’s bonding.

Curtis goes limp as the alien mass continues to change color

and even seems to shrink - like its whole "body" is moving

through the tentacle and into his body.

KRISSY

Shit, we have to do something,

right?

Millie looks around. Her eyes find Darla’s mutilated body

still clutching the last cupcake. Millie looks back to

Curtis, then to the cupcake.

MILLIE

Oh, God.

She takes the cupcake, marches toward the tentacles.

MILLIE

Hey!

She grabs the axe from the ground as she goes, then shoves

the entire cupcake into her mouth.

MILLIE

(mouth full)

Take me, you piece of shit!

She chops into the tentacle going into Curtis. It SCREECHES

and the tentacle retracts a bit, causing the creature to

grow to its original size.

Another tentacle stretches out, whips around Millie’s chest

and lifts her up. Millie swallows the cupcake down just as a

tentacle goes right into her mouth.

As that tentacle goes further into her mouth, the one in

Curtis pulls back until it releases him. He drops to the

ground, coughs. Weak, he looks up.

CURTIS

Millie?

The Millie tentacle slowly matches her color. Her body

convulses and her eyes roll to the back of her head.

Finally, they shut.
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Then the tentacle stops. The creature SCREECHES. The

tentacle in Millie’s mouth turns white. The other tentacles

squeeze against each other. Something’s wrong.

The Millie tentacle shakes her body around then finally

breaks free. It quickly pulls itself out and drops Millie.

Curtis rushes to her side as the alien mass drops to the

ground. It seizes, completely loses its color. The tentacles

vibrate, then suddenly go still. It FLATTENS on the ground.

Curtis pats Millie’s cheek and shakes her.

CURTIS

Millie! Millie, wake up!

Millie awakes with a jerk and a gasp. She vomits. Curtis

breathes a sigh of relief.

CURTIS

Thank God.

He pulls her against him.

CURTIS

What the fuck just happened?

MILLIE

(hoarse)

I... think I poisoned it.

Curtis laughs.

MILLIE

Remind me... To thank Darla. At her

funeral.

CURTIS

What if it wouldn’t work?

She looks up at him.

MILLIE

I had to try.

She puts her head against his chest. Krissy rushes to them.

KRISSY

That was the craziest fucking thing

I’ve ever seen. Is it dead?

Millie pulls away from Curtis, takes the axe, and stands

over the flattened remains of the creature. She chops at it

over and over until it’s a mangled mess.
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MILLIE

Okay. I think it is. I feel better.

KRISSY

Well... What did I tell you about

this party? Memorable.

Curtis scoffs and shakes his head.

KRISSY

What?

EXT. CABIN - DAWN

Police, paramedics, firemen, and their respective vehicles

fill the lawn.

Krissy’s parents embrace their daughter.

A team in BIOHAZARD outfits clean up the mangled remains of

the tentacled creature. Another BIOHAZARD team pulls a

charred Werewolf corpse from the garage.

Officer Johns chats with Curtis, whose attention is on the

Biohazard group and a team of men in black suits and

sunglasses surveying the perimeter. A couple of them whisper

and point to Curtis.

Officer Johns pats Curtis’ shoulder. Curtis nods, nervously

looks to the men in black suits, then goes to his car.

INT./EXT. POLICE CAR - CONTINUOUS

Curtis climbs in the back seat, keeping his eye out the men

outside.

CURTIS

Well, I doubt they’re gonna un-ban

Halloween anytime soon. Officer

Johns said your parents are pissed,

but he’ll--

He looks to Millie next to him, curled up and fast asleep.

CURTIS

(smiles)

Take us home.

He chuckles, rubs her head. But gets some of the alien blood

on his hand.
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CURTIS

Yuck.

He wipes it on the seat.

FADE TO:

EXT. DEEP WOODS, CRASH SITE - SAME TIME

Near the busted meteor rock, the Old Man awakes with a

snort. He glances around at two other unconscious men around

him. He rubs his eyes.

OLD MAN

Oh, lord, not again. I gotta quit

drinking.

He pushes himself up with a groan.

Not far from him, just beside the nearest large tree, sits

another small meteor rock. It PULSATES.

FADE OUT


